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SUMMARY

' Helix and Felix are standard loading sequences which relate to the
main rotors of helicopters with articulated and semi-rigid rotors
respectively. The purpose of the loading standards is, first, to provide
a convenient tool for providing fatigue data under realistic loading,
which can immediately be compared with data obtained by other organisa-
tions. Second, loading standards can be used to provide design data.
This Report is the first of the two final project reports and describes
the background to the definition of Helix and Felix, statistical content

Ji according to different counting methods and the results of fatigue tests
used to assess them. Full information on generating Helix and Felix is
not-given in this Report, but is provided in Part 2.
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I INTRODUCTION

A standard loading sequence is a aariable amplitude repeated sequence of peak and

trough loads to be applied in fatigue and crack propagation tests. Each standard

represents loading on a particular class of engineering structure. Two such existing

standards are FALSTAFF (Fighter Aircraft Loading STAndard For Fatigue evaluation) and

TWIST- (Transport WIngSTandard) which represent loading on fighter and travsport air-

craft wings respectively. Their development has arisen from the fact that, often, life,

prediction'methods are not accurate-enough to predict fatigue lives orcrack rates

adequately under service (variable amplitude) loading conditions. Therefore when making

a fatigue assessment of, for instance, a new-detail, fastening system or method of life

improvement, variable amplitude loading has to be used. Often such tests are not tied

specifically to any particular project, but are for more general application. In this

case a standard sequence, provided a relevant one exists, is often the best choice for

the test loading. The advantage of using standard sequences in this situation is that

any resulting data can be compared directly with any other obtained using the same stan-

dard as well as being capable of being used' as design data.

Experience has shown that, following the definition f a standard sequence, a

wealth of relevant data accumulates quickly, negatin e need for some tests and- giving

individua tet resul t euce th amut of expenive fatgetsig.ag
extensive comparative data for others.- can greatly -increase the technical value of
individual test result e-uce the amount of expensive fatigue testing. Large

eval n programmes using standard sequences can be shared-more readily between

different organisations and countries because the test results-of the programme will be

compatible with each organisation's own standard data.

ThispR'eport describes the derivation and fatigue assessment of two loading stan-

dards for the fatigue evaluation of helicopter rotor materials and components. The work

followed an initial feasibility study . The standards'were develb ed collaborative

study between West Germany, the Netherlands a etails of the contributing organi-

sations are given in Appendix A. ~<~~7.

As has become the practice the new loading standards have been given identifying !

nameg-. For these the origin of the word helicopter (helix-spiral, pteron-wing from the)

Greek) has provided a convenient basis. The new standards are called:

Helix - Loading standard for 'hinged' or articulated rotors;

Felix - Loading standard for 'fixed' or semi-rigid rotors.

The second of the names proves to be particularly appropriate as an early pioneer

in helicopter development was Felix Tournachon. Lower case lettering is adopted because

the names Helix and Felix are not acronyms.

0This Reportdoes not contain full details of the final form of the 'Lwo standards,

only the background to their definition, statistical- content according to different

counting methods, and results of the fatigue tests used to assess them; A full descrip-

tion of the standards, including details required for their generation ie-given in

Ref 4. It should be noted that Ref 4 and this Report constitute the final complete

AM 0f-v U
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summary of the Helix/Felix Project. They supersede Refs 5 and 6, the earlier Project.

Reports, which defined Helix in what should now be regarded as a provisional form and

gave details of ongoing and planned fatigue tests. They supersede also Ref 7, which

summarised the statistics and form of Helix and Felix and outlined the fatigue zest*

programme.
The reason why the original published version of Helix should now be regarded as

provisional is that, at a late stage in the Project, .a simplication was made to Helix and.

Felix. The number of defined load levels was reduced to 31 for Helix and 33 for Felik,

and the maximum load in each sequence was scaled to 100. The differences are described

in Appendix B. This change was-made in order to simplify analysis and generation of the

standards, and to provide a more rational basis for plotting test. results. Thus the

* final defined version of Helix described in this Report and in.Ref 4 differs in, detail

from that published in Ref 5. Also the original versions of the standards were used for

the fatigue tests described in this Report. The changes made are small in terms of the

* predicted effect on fatigue life and should not affect the relevance of the fatigue test

results. However the changes are considerable in reducing complication when using the

standards, and the earlier versions are now obsolete.

2 USES AND CLASSES OF STANDARD SEQUENCES-FOR HELICOPTERS

The basis for the use of standard sequences is that they should be representative

of loads on a class of engineering structures. As described in section I they are

primarily a tool for enabling easy comparison of different sets of fatigue data, and it

follows that tny comparisons in life made using them should be valid over that entire

class. Also it should be possible to use any of the data generated for acceptable design
8life estimates over that class using, for instance, the Relative Miner approach

However they are not intended to be used in tests to validate a component on a specific

aircraft. In that case the loading sequence reflecting the usage of that particular

aircraft should be used.

Although there may be a considerable variation in the loading experienced-by, say,

different fighter aircraft or different transport aircraft, there is a degree of

commonality between that on aircraft of a particular type. For instance, fighter air-

craft wing load spectra are manoeuvre-dominated and asymmetric, whereas transport air-

craft wing loads are normally gust-dominated and symmetric. Also in the transport wing

case the air-ground-air transition accounts for a far greater share of the fatigue

damage than in the fighter case. These differences, and other, justify the use of two

different standards for these cases.

In the case of helicopters the loading action on rotor blades is very different

from that in the two cases discussed above. Loads are generated by the mechanical rota-
O

tion of the blades with strong components from both frequency of rotation, (F), and F x

Number of blades. Cycles haviig a magnitude of possible significance .to fatigue accumu-

late very much faster than for fixed wing aircraft. Most of these cycles are below the

fatigue limit and so, at least according to Miner's Rule, do no damage. Also, the shape

f1 ______



of the load spectrum is-very different to that on. either fighter or transport aircraft

wings, 'having, at least for helicopters with articulated rotors, a' commonly occurring

level which is reached at leaft once every revolution of the-blade. It was concluded,

then, that the helicopter load spedtrumdiffered sufficientlyfrom those covered by the

other wtandards to justify a new standard loading sequence. However, thequestion aroe

as to whether two stanad could be justified', one for articulated- rotors and one for

blade loads afid operatinal usage patterns mainly on four hel'icope, two, with articula-rigid, or s'mi~igid rotors. As described fn'section. 4 this was .assessed by'comparing

ted rotors and two withosemi-rigid rotors.

3 DESCRIPTION OF HELICOPTERS IN THE STUDY

Operational and loads data from four helicopters was used in deriving the loading

standards. The helicopters concerned were as follows:

(a) -,Westland Helicopters Ltd - Sea King.

A twizn-engined aircraft with a maximum take-off-weight of 9530 kg, used mainly for

anti-submarine warfare operations. The rotor is articulated, 18.9 m diameter, and has

five blades. The rotor head material is titanium and steel, and the blade spars are,

aluminium,alloy.

(b) Sikorsky - CH-53D/G.

A heavy transport, twin-engined aircraft with a maximum take-off weight of 19050 kg.

The rotor construction is similar to, that of the Sea King, but there are six blades and

the rotor diameter is 22 m.

(c) MBB-BO-105.

A twin-engined, multi-7purpose aircraft with a maximum take-off weight of 2400 kg.

The semi-rigid rotor, 9.8 m diameter, has four blades. The rotor head material is

titanium and the blade material is glass-reinforced plastic.

(d) Westland Helicopter Ltd - Lynx.

A twin-engined, multi-purpose aircraft with amaximum take-off weight of 4760 kg.

The semi-rigid rotor, 12.8 m diameter, has four blades. The rotor head material is

titanium and the blade spars are stainless steel.

The two types of helicopters have fundamentally different rotor designs. The Sea

King and CH 53 have articulated rotors for which the maximum flapwise bending moments

are at about half rotor radius. The Lynx and BO-105 have semi-rigid rotors for which

the maximum bending-moments are inboard of, or at, the b&ade root. In the discussion of

loading data in the sections which follow, the data for the two rotor designs are con-

sidered separately.

0 4. ASSESSMENT OF BLADE LOAD SPECTRA TO ASSESS THE FEASIBILITY AND

SCOPE OF THE.STANDARDS

4.1 Introduction

Section 4 describes the extent of operational loading data available on mixes of

manoeuvres in different roles and on manoeuvre blade loads for the four helicopters in ''

77 I ;*7
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the study. A comparison of some load spectra for the four cases is presented which was

used to answer two questions. First, was there sufficient commonality between spectra,

on helicopters having the same type of rotor,, to justify a common standard? Second,

were differences between the load spectra on the two types of helicopter sufficient to

justify two standards?

The helicopter is a multi-role vehicle and in different roles can experience

greatly differing sequences of blade -lbds For the purpbses of this study a sortie was

defined as a flight fulfilling a particular role, a flight being the period between take-

off and subsequent landing. A survey of UK Service use of helicopters, carried out in

1974, showed that the majority of sorties could be classified under the general headings

of Training, Transport, Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) and Search And Rescue (SAR).

To perform a defined sortie, a helicopter will need to fly certain characteristic

patterns of manoeuvres. Forinstance, a helicopter in an ASW role involving sonar dunks

will go through a transition from cruising speed to hover, deploy and retrieve the sonar

buoy, accelerate and manoeuvre to a-new search area. By recording this information the

average time spent in a manoeuve can-be estimate-. With a kn6wledge-of the manoeuvres

performed, and the loading on the aircraft for each mAnoeuvre, a spectrum of loads can -

be compiled for the sortie. The recording of-frequency and duration of manoeuvres during

operational sorties is an area of current study10 ' 1'l1 but from experience mixes of

manoeuvres have been defined for use in design and certification of aircraft. Loading

spectra synthesised from a design mix of manoeuvres have in most cases compared favour-
13,14ably with measured operational spectra

The loading spectra used for the comparison between the four helicopters were

synthesised, where nece3sary, using the procedure described above. The bases for the

derivations were design manoeuvre mixes for selected roles. However, existing measured

loading and operational data were not always comprehensive enough for all the require-

ments of the study. Where possible, measured data was used but sometimes existing esti-

mated data had to be employed or estimates made.

4.2 Sea King loading data

The design mix of manoeuvres for the Sea King in the Transport, ASW and SAR roles

is shown in Table I in terms of percentage time spent in 24 manoeuvres. The definition

of the training role in these terms is difficult because this role can vary from, say,

half an hour of handling exercises, to a two hour route - following sortie. Table I

demonstrates the dependence of the severity of loading on the sortie performed. For

example, a Sea King performing an ASW sortie spends about one third of its time hovering,

whilst in the Transport role over three quarters of thefilight time is occupied by

forward flight. Rover is a manoeuvre which generates relatively minor loads whereas the o0
loading in forward flight at 103 kn is significant. C

During the Sea King-main rotor flight test, stress histories for a number of

locations on the rotor were recorded as an aid to fatigue substantiation. The area of

interest to the current study~was at about half rotor radius, where, in an articulated

ji
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-rotor system, the maximum flapwise bending moment occurs. At this station the maximum

stresses occur on the lower surface of the blade, which is generally under tensile load.

Stress histories were available for the lower rear corner of the blade spar at

55.9% rotor radius for most of the manoeuvres describing a Sea King sortie. These

stress histories were measured, by Westland Helicopters Ltd (WHL), using a range-mean-

pairs (rainflow) counting method. This gave a mean-alternatiag matrix for each

manoeuvre. An example of this is shown in Fig I for normal approach to the hover, one

of the manoeuvres-which produces the most severe loading. The-mean stresses include a

contribution due to centrifugal force. As a range-mean pairs (rainflow) counting method

was used to analyse the stress histories, the counts recorded in the matrix are whole

stress cycles. For each matrix the flight time varied but was generally around 5 s.

Examination of two matrices for the same manoeuvre did indicate a considerable variatijn

in the number and magnitudes of the stress cycles in the matrix, -and therefore, for each

manoeuvre, the matrix considered most damaging was used in the subsequent analyses.

At the time the Sea King transport spectrum was constructed for comparison with

that of the CH-53, stress matrices were not available for take-off, forward flight at

20 kn, 30 kn and 40 kn, recovery from rearwards flight, descent, -spot turns andlanding.

Examination of the peak loading in flight suggested that take-off, forward flight-at_

20 kn and 40 kn and landing, could be simulated by sideways flight to starboard, forward

flight at 30 kn by forward flight at 113 kn, recovery from rearwards flight by recovery

from sideways flight to starboard, descent by forward flight at 103 kn, and spot turns by

rearwards flight. In the final stages of defining the standard loading matrices were

available for all the manoeuvres except descent. This latest data confirmed the validity

* of the earlier assumptions made in the comparison of the two spectra.

4.3 CH-53 loading data

At the time of the study a design mix of manoeuvres was not available for the

CH-53.

To determine fatigue load spectra for German Air Force usage of CH-53 helicopters,

in-flight measurements of strain were recorded for a number of simulated sorties. The

strains were measured at the lower rear corner of the blade spar at about half rotor

radius, a position compatible with the Sea King measurements. -Out of the total of 26

flights flown, nine flight records were analysed by the range-mean-pairs counting

method. Five of these nine flights were Transport sorties and the remainder Training

sorties. Only overall loading spectra could be determined from the flight records

because the transition from one manoeuvre to another could not be determined accurately,

making an analysis on a manoeuvre-by-manoeuvre basis difficult. The measured spectra

for the Transport and Training sorties are illustrated in Figs 2 and 3 respectively.

o For ease of presentation the t~nsile-mean stress of the cycles, arising from centrifugal

force, has been ignored.

4.4 Comparison of CH-53 and Sea King loadin& spectra

The similarity of load spectra for different helicopters having articulated rotors

was assessed-by comparing Sea King and CH-53 data for the transport role. As described
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above the CH-53 data was already in the form of an overall spectrum for this sortie, but

the spectrum for the Sea King had to be synthesised from loads for the appropriate mix

of individual manoeuvres. The results of this synthesis are presented in Fig 4 in the

form of a mean-alternating stress matrix. They include the assumptions discussed in

section 4.1 on the loads for which data were not available, and used a counting grid

twice as coarse as that used (eg Fig 1) when determining loads for individual manoeuvres.

The large number of cycles in the lowest stress amplitude counting interval in

Fig 4 were- a result of loads accumulating at frequencies higher than the fundamental

frequency of rotor revolution. Counts in the other intervals show that the higher stress

amplitudes accumulated at about or less than the fundamental frequency.

The Sea King and CH-53 Transport spectra are ccmpared in Fig 5, in which variations

in mean stress have been ignored to ease comparison. Both spectra show the character-

istic humped shape reported in the literature for helicopters- with articulated rotors,

and, despite the different data sources, aircraft weights, usage, number of rotor blades

and the fact that the spectrum for the Sea King was synthesised, the spectra compare

favourably. This is true particularly in the high stress region which is of major

importance to blade fatigue life. All cycles in the two spectra are-below the plain

fatigue limit of titanium alloy, and would require an effective stress concentration of

at least three before Miner's Rule predicted any fatigue damage.

The favourable comparison of the CH-53 and Sea King spectra for the transport role

led to the conclusion that a standard loading sequence could be defined, and that data

from both Sea King and CH-53 cbuld be used in its synthesis.

4.5 Lynx loading data

Table 2 shows the design mix of manoeuvres for the Lynx. This is similar to that

for the BO-105 and also to that for published design spectra 6. Unlike the Sea King

manoeuvre mix (Table 1), that for Lynx is for an average sortie. The more frequent of

the 43 flight conditions defining this sortie are listed in terms of percentage time

spent in a manoeuvre. The less frequent conditions are listed in terms of occurrences

per hour.

Mean and alternating flap bending moments at the root of the inner flexible element

of the Lynx main rotor hub (3.4% rotor radius) had been estimated by W4HL for the fatigue

substantiation programme. At this location, the critical rotor section for the Lynx,

the loading caused by lag is not significant. These flap bending moments were estimated

so as to describe the average sortie (Table 2), rather than the loading caused by indivi-

dual manoeuvres. The flap bending moments, including the contribution due to centrifugal

forces, were converted to mean and aiLernsting strains for the lower surface of the inner

flexible element. The resulting spectrum is shown in Fig 6 and includes cycles which o

occur once per flight and are, therefore, not strictly dependent upon number of hours

flown.
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4.6 BO-105 loading data

An instrumented BO-105 was flown to the design mix of manoeuvres. As described

above the design mix was similar to that of the Lynx (Table 2). Strains were measured

on the lower surface of the blade root, the most highly stressed region, for each of

these manoeuvres. The record from each flight was then analysed-by the rainflow counting

technique (generally equivalent to range-mean-pairs counting) to form mean- alternating

strain -spectra for each manoeuvre. An example of this for one of the most severe

manoeuvres in- the spectrum, a longitudinal control reversal in autorotation, is illustra-

ted in Fig 7.

4.7 Comparison of BO-105 and Lynx spectra, between each other
and with those for articulated rotors

To enable comparison between loading on the BO-105 and the Lynx a spectrum for the

BO-i05 was constructed corresponding to the mix of manoeuvres shown in Table 2, and used

previously to define the Lynx spectrum. The result of this synthesis is shown in Fig 8

and, unlike that shown- in Fig 6 for the Lynx, did not include the once per flight loads,

since these data were not readily available. The once per flight loads were responsible

for the most obvious difference between Figs 6 and 8, namely some cycles having a com-

pressive mean stress in Fig 6 with none in Fig 8.

Spectra for the Lynx and BO-105, corresponding to Figs 6 and 8 respectively, are

shown diagrammatically in Fig 9. As for previous plots of load spectra, mean strains

were ignored. Also, since for the BO-105 spectrum the once per flight loads were not

included, they were removed from that of the Lynx so as to give a more rational basis

for comparing them.

Before the spectra for the two helicopters with semi-rigid rotors were compared in

detail, a further comparison was made between the spectra for each class of rotor to

determine whether a separate standard was necessary for each class. Comparing Fig 9-with

Figs 2, 3 and 5, it can be seen that the shapes of the spectra for the two types of rotor

were very different. In Fig 9 the characteristic S-shape observed for both-the Sea King

and the CH-53 was not nearly as evident for either of the semi-rigid rotor helicopters.

Particular differences were noted between the spectra in the region from 1-1000 cycles/

hour, this region being the most important with regard to fatigue damage. For the heli-

copters with articulated rotors Fig 5 shows that the stress for a cumulative count of

1000 cycles/hour was about 35 MPa, which is about 70% of the stress reached once per

hour. Fig 9 shows, however, that the corresponding percentage for the Lynx was 50%, and

that for the BO-105 about 33%. This means that the slopes of the spectra for the two

types of helicopter differed on average by a factor of about 2:1 at the upper end. This

is a very large difference in fatigue terms. It was concluded, therefore, that the above

0 differences between the spectra justified two standards.

Returning now to the comparison between spectra for the BO-105 and Lynx in Fig 9,

it can be seen that although there can, perhaps, be said to be a 'family' resemblance

between the shapes of the two spectra compared with those for articulated rotors, there
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were significant differences between the two. First the actual levels of strain were

very different between the twc helicopters. However this was to be expected because of

the different materials u~od in construction;-the critical section of the BO-]05, the

blade root, is made of glass reirnforced plastic, whereas the inner flexible element of

the Lynx is of titanium. Factoring the strain level on the Lynx by 2.1 was used to

provide a rational basis to compare the shapes of the two spectra. It is apparent from

the comparison of the-factored Lynx spectrum with the unfaccored BO-105 spectrum in

Fig 9 that the biggest differences exist at the upper end, that of most concern to

fatigue. Comparing -the average slopes of the top ends of the spectra as before gives a

difference in slope of a factor of 1.4.

The difference in the slope at the upper end of the spectra for the two helicopters

with semi-rigid rotors could have been due to a numbLr of factors. First, of course, the

differences could be fundamental to the dynamic and aerodynamic design of the two

aircraft. However, it may be recalled that the Lynx spectrum was that calculated for

design purposes whilst that for the BO-105 was a flight test spectrum from one sample

flight. Also there may have been differences in the way that the defined manoeuvres were

interpreted. In an effort to investigate this last point the spectrum of the BO-105 was

recalculated leaving out the loads for one manoeuvre, that for longitudinal control

reversals in autorotation (see Table I and Fig 7). The recalculated cpectrum is compared

with the factored Lynx spectrum in Fig 10, and it can be seen that good agreement was

obtained.

The close agreement in Fig 10 between the spectra for the Lynx and BO-105, albeit

with one manoeuvre left out of that for the BO-105, shows that there was considerable

similarity between the loading on the two helicopters. By comparison it is difficult to

see how either the Sea King or CH-53 could be flown to a mix of manoeuvres which would

give spectra similar to those in Figs 9 and 10. However the point is made also that

changing the manoeuvre mix can give large differences in the loading, at least for heli-

copters with semi-rigid rotors. Therefore any relevant standard sequence will be used

to derive lives applying to spectrum differences at least as great as those shown in
Fig 9. It can be said, therefore, that some similarity was demonstrated between the

loading on the two semi-rigid rotors, but not to the same extent as on the articulated

rotors. It was considered, however, that a standard sequence could be defined -for semi-

rigid rotors, and should be based mainly on the BO-105 data, which was the most compre-

hensive set.

5 METHOD OF GENERATING THE LOADING STANDARDS

In defining a standard loading history a number of factors should be taken into

account. First, the standard should represent as far as possible typical usage of the

relevant class of structure. Second, it should be possible to implement easily the 0

generntion of the standard on any of the wide range of computers used to control fatigue

machines. It should not be over-complicated or excessive in requirements for computer

time or storage space. Finally it should not have too fine a resolution of peak and

trough values, with a consequent large number of defined turning point magnitudes.

_,77 i 77
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This can create needless complication in, for instance, rainflow-counting-the sequence

because of the large number of cells required, and may also require more-complex genera-

tion-hardware. It was this last consideration-which led to the modifications to Helix

and-Felix describedin Appendix B.

Two main alternative-methods of generating- the sequence were considered. The first

generates the loading, using random draw techniques, from mean-alternating load matrices.

This method, which loses the separate identity of manoeuvres, is similar in concept to

the well documented,17 methods of generating TWIST and FALSTAFF. The second method defines

sorties -by fixed logical sequences of manoeuvres, thereby retaining the identity of

individual manoeuvres at the expense of a considerable amount of repetition in the

sequence. This latter method of generation was-used by Critchlow et all1 in 1972. For

either generation method an average sortie could be formed to simulate the four sorties

defined in section 4.1, or they could be simulated on an individual basis with one or

more flight lengths for each sortie. The sequence of sorties could be defined by a

random draw algorithm or a predetermined sequence.

As discussed below (a) to (d), the method chosen to generate-the loading standards

was that using a predefined and repeated sequence of sorties. Logical sequences of

manoeuvres defined each sortie, which could have one of three flight lengths. Predefined

sequences of loads made up each manoeuvre.

(a)- Sorties were defined as logical sequences of manoeuvres so as to simulate

more accurately the complex load interactions which influence the fatigue life. A

criticism of the earlier standards has been -that, during flight,, all logical

loading sequence is lost.

(b) Variation in the flight lengths of a sortie was chosen because of the need

to represent accurately the transition from the ground condition to and from level

flight. This transition up to the peak loading in each flight and down again

forms one large cycle which can cause a large proportion of the fatigue damage.

(c) Simulation of four separate sorties was chosen in preference to one average

sortie because there was considerable variation in loading from sortie to sortie,

and for the sequences to be representative this had to be included.

(d) Predetermined sequences of loads in a manoeuvre, and in sequence of sorties,

were chosen in preference to random draw algorithms because, in the opinion of

the authors, random draw algorithms create unnecessary problems of programming

complexity and timing. Experience has shown that, although FALSTAFF is defined

using random draw algorithms, many laboratories have avoided these problems by

storing the sequence of numbers on disc or in core and using this for generation.

However, this method greatly increases storage requirements.

The above method of generating Helix and Felix has resulted in a simply-structured

system. This simplicity is illustrated by one application, at RAE, using machine

language on a minicomputqr, which has given- a storage requirement for both program and - -

data of only I K of 12-bit words to generate Helix.

-7 7!
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6 DETAILS OF-THE DERIVATION OF HELIX AND ELIX

This section discusses the details of the generation of Helix and Felix. Examples

are given of fundamental parts of the stafidards, but full data for generation appears

only in Ref 4. Both standards use the same sequence of sorties ahd the same three sortie

lengths. However, in contrast to the original Intention, the sequences of manoeuvres

for each sortie, although similar, are-not identical fof Helix and Felix. Sequences of

loads for each manoeuvre are differeft for the two standards.

6.1 Mix of-sorties

10The 1974 survey , referred to in section 4.1, of'UK Service use of helicopters

with both types of rotor, included data on Sea King, Gazelle, Scout, Wasp, Wessex,

Whirlwind and Puma, and totalled 500 individual aircraft and 7500 flying hours. The

results of this survey were considered suitable for this study because other surveys of
\ • 19 -

helicopter usage have generally been limited to one theatre of operations . As stated

in section 4.1' it showed that the majority of sorties could be catagorised under the

general headings of Training, Transport, Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) and Search and

Rescue (SAR). Table 3 lists -the percentage time spent in each of the four sorties for

all the helicopters in comparison with the sortie mix for the Sea King only. This

comparison demonstrates the above average use of the Sea King in the ASW-role.

Despite the survey data being of UK origin only it was found to be a good represen-

tation of what was known about Dutch and German helicopter usage. The sortie mix for

all aircraft in Table 3 was selected, therefore, as the basis for the standard loading

sequences, applying to both types of rotor. It was argued that the loading standards

needed to reflect the general usage of helicopters rather than that of one specialised

type such as the Sea King, which would be biased heavily in favour of one specific

sortie, Anti-Submarine Warfare.

6.2 Flight time for a sortie, number of sorties and their sequence

The survey of UK helicopter usageI0 gave information as to lengths of sortie as

well as their characler. Huwever, the only detailed information in this.respect

concerned Sea King. This is plotted in Fig 11 for Training and Transport sorties, and

in Fig 12 for ASW and SAR sorties. It was considered that representation of flight

length variation in the standards was more important than the differences which might

exist between Sea King and all-aircraft flight lengths. The sortie lengths for the

standard sequences were, therefore, all based on Figs 11 and 12. It is described in

Appendix C how the data in Figs 11 and 12 were analysed, considering the occurrence of

the most infrequent sortie and flight length combination, related to the required length,

in flights, of the standards. It was concluded that the standards should be 140 flights

long and that three sortie lengths should be included, namely 0.75, 2.25 and 3.75 hours. o

Each sortie would be applied in the same three lengths. Table 4 shows the sortie mix

for Helix and Felix derived in Appendix C.

The sequence in which the 140 flights are applied in Helix and Felix was lefined

by a once-and-for-all random draw. The results of this are shown in Table 5.

'4A-7§
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6.3 Definition-of manoeuvres

Before the sequence of manoeuvres for each sortie could be defined it was necessary

to define individual manoeuvres for each class of helicopter. For articulated rotor

helicopters the most comprehensive set of data readily available on blade loads and

associated manoeuvres was from the Sea King, and for semi-rigid rotor helicopters the

same was true for the BO-105. In view of the similarity demonstrated between loading On

helicopters within each class, it was considered reasonable to base Helix on Sea King data

and Felix on BO-105 data.

Data available for the Sea King and BO-105 identified 24 and 22manoeuvres

respectively, which were to be placed in sequence in the subsequent definition of the

sorties. The data-were in the form of mean-alternating stress or strain matrices as,

for instance, in Fig 1. These were all non-dimensionalised to express the loads or

strains on a scale up -to 100 in intervals of four. This scale was deemed to be in 'Helix
5units' or 'Felix units'. As originally defined Helix and Felix units were on scales up

to 74 and had a greater number of defined levels than in the final versions. The

differences between the original and, as described here, final versions of the standards

are given in Appendix B.

Examination of the mean-alternating stress matrices showed that, for both heli-

copters, the majority of large amplitude cycles occurred at a common mean stress parti-

cular to that manoeuvre (see, for instance, Figs I and 8). It was decided therefore that

each manoeuvre would have a constant mean stress in Helix and Felix.

Tables 6 and 7 list the defined manoeuvres in Helix and Felix respectively. Shown

also is the loading content of each manoeuvre expressed in Helix/Felix units. As can be

seen the definitions of the manoeuvres are similar, but not identical, for the two

classes of helicopter. For instance Helix has two manoeuvres, 8 and 9, describing

approach to hover, whereas Felix has only one. These differences reflect the different

sources-of data and different definitions of what at first sight may appear to be the

same manoeuvre. The most obvious difference, however, is the inclusion of control

reversals in Felix, but not in Helix. These inconsistencies between the two sets of data

led, as shown below, to manoeuvre sequences in each sortie which differed in the two

standards. However, the longitudinal control reversal in autorotation was not included

in Felix since it was not regarded as being representative of normal usage. It may be

recalled that omission of this manoeuvre from the BO-105 design mix gave good agreement

between the resulting spectrum and that for the Lynx (section 4.7).

For both standards, as for virtually all laboratory loading sequences, an alter-

nating level was selected below which cycles were not included. As can be seen from

Tables 6 and 7, the lowest amplitudes included were 20 and 16 for Helix and Felix

o respectively. The levels of omission from the spectra were below these levels which

represented a band of cycles extending both above and below the defined values. The

actual omission levels were 20.7 MPa from the Sea King data, and 400 microstrain for the

BO-105 data, as can be seen from Figs 5 and 9. It can be seen from Tables 6 and 7 that

/I
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the omission of the low level cycles resulted in some manoeuvreshaving no significant

loads. For completeness these manoeuvres were included in the standards but no loads or

dwells were applied. Omission of levels from Helix and Felix is discussed further in

section IL.

6.4 Sequence of loads in a manoeuvre

The sequence of loads in any manoeuvre was chosen for both standards on the basis
S of a once-and-for-all random draw. Therefore, every time a particular manoeuvre was

performed the sequence of loads was the same. Table 8 shows the first three manoeuvres

in the Helix set, as defined for generation. The numbers are all in-Helix units. The

first number in each list represents the mean stress and each subsequent number repre-

sents a complete alternating cycle going tensile first. Many of the manoeuvres defined

as in Table 8 are not necessarily complete, and have to be repeated- several times in

order to carry out their :function fully. Full details of manoeuvres fo: Helix and Felix

and their generation can be found in Ref 4.

6.5 Seguence and mix of manoeuvres in a sortie

Describing a sortie by a logical sequence of manoeuvres is a technique which has
18

been used previously . The lack of operational statistics describing manoeuvre

sequences led to their synthesis by common sense consideration of the flight profile and

the objective of the sortie. In the simplest case the above approach says, for instance,

that a helicopter c;,nnot perform a bank turn without first taking off. Tables describing

in full the sequence of manoeuvres for each sortie are not given in this Report since

they are very lengthy, but are given in full in Ref 4. As referred to earlier5 the

original intention was to use the same sequence of manoeuvres for Helix as Felix

However, in practice it was found that the defined manoeuvres to be included in the

standards were not always directly equivalent between Helix and Felix, and so could not

always be sequenced in the same way. Therefore the sequences for Helix were derived

first, and those for Felix formulated to be as similar as possible. Table 9 shows the

equivalence assumed for manoeuvres in Helix and Felix. A discussion follows of the

considerations taken into account when synthesising the four sortie sequences.

(a) Training

This was the most difficult sortie to define because of the wide ranging

operations that are flown. The assumption was made, however, that this sortie

should simulate the essential aspects of flight needed to perform other sorties.

In addition, a pure training exercise was simulated, in which the helicopter per-
forms manoeuvres to demonstrate handling characteristics. Table 10 shows the

first six manoeuvres of the Training sortie for Helix, and Fig 13 shows a trace

of these. Note that in Table 10 the column 'matrix applications' refers to the o

number of times that the defined sequence of loads has to be repeated in order to

describe fully the manoeuvre. Details of the transitions between flights and

transitions between manoeuvres are given- in section 6.7 below.

- , i _,,___ - - -_-
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(b) Transport

This sortie represents take-off and low speed manoeuvres away from the

terminal area, flight at cruising speed whilst manoeuvring to take into account

terrain and air traffic control restrictions, and finally landing in the terminal

area.

(c) ASW

In this sortie, apart from the requirement to move to and from the base area,

the helicopter repeatedly decelerates to allow deployment of a sonar buoy, and

accelerates to move to a new search area.

(d)- SAR

The essential part of this sortie is the flying of low speed manoeuvres in

order to execute a rescue.

6.6 Variation in lengths of sortie

In order to define the 0.75-h and 2.25 h fl±ghts, it was decided first to define

the 3.75 h flights, and then to take fractions of these flights for the other durations.

Thus only one sequence of manoeuvres was defined for each sortie, the whole of which was

used for the 3.75 h flight. For the flights-of 0.75-h and 2.25 h take-off and landing

are applied as for the complete sortie, but a selected part or parts is cut out from the

rest of the flights. Fig 14 shows how this is done for the Training, Transport and ASW

sorties.

Fig 14a shows an altitude profile for a 3.75 h flight. If a 2.25 h flight is to be

generated, the loading sequence is applied as before up to the point marked '2.25 h

flight marker'. Then a jump is made to-the point marked 'landing marker' and the

sequence is continued to conclusion from this point. The resulting altitude profile is

shown in Fig 14b. If a 0.75 h flight is to be generated then the procedure is identical

except that the 0.75,h marker is used instead of the 2.25 h marker. The altitude

profile for the 0.75 h flight is shown in Fig 14c.

The procedure for the SAR sortie is slightly more complicated and is described in

Fig 15. In this the prime consideration is to ensure that the lengths of the flights

to and from-the rescue area are related in a logical way. Fig 15a shows the altitude

profile for a 3.75 h SAR flight. For a 2.25 h flight a jump is made from the 'First

2.25 h flight marker' to the 'SAR marker'. Generation continues up to the 'Second 2.25 h

marker', a jump is made to the 'Landing marker', and landing occurs as before. Fig 15b

shows the resulting altitude profile. Fig 15c shows the altitude profile for a 0.75 h

flight, which uses the markers for 0.75 h instead of those for 2.25 h.

6.7 Transitions between manoeuvres, and magnitudes of ground loads
0

Two final pieces of information are needed to complete the definition of -Helix and

Felix. First is the detail of how to make transitions between-manoeuvres, and second

how to deal with transitions between flights. These are shown in Fig 16, which gives

the transition between landing and take-off for Helix. All manoeuvres, as stated

7.
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earlier, consist of a constant mean stress, which, as can be seen from Fig 16, is 72 Helix

units for the landing manoeuvre. Each'cycle starts going positive so the the first

turning point reached by the landing manoeuvre is at 72 + 28 = 100 Helix units. It then

reverses and reaches its second turning, poiiit at 72 - 28 = 44 Helix units. The cycle is

completed by return to the mean value. Each subsequent cycle starts and finishes in

exactly the same way, and the last half cycle in the manoeuvre must return to the mean

stress before, either, a transition is made down to the landing load, as-at the end of '

the landing manoeuvre in Fig 16, or a transition is -made to the next mean stress. This

means that, in the transition from one manoeuvre to another, if the mean stress increases

between manoeuvres then the load progresses smoothly from the last half cycle of the

first manoeuvre to the first half cycle of -the second manoeuvre. This is illustrated in

Fig 16 by the dotted transition following the take-off loads. If, on the other hand, the

mean -stress reduces from manoeuvre to manoeuvre then an extra small cycle is introduced

between manoeuvres by the return to the mean at the end of -the first manoeuvre. This is

illustrated by the full line transition following the take-off.

The measured'values used for the ground load transitions are -20 for Helix and -28

for Felix, both values being in Helix/Felix units. it is assumed, for both Helix and

Felix, that this ground load transition value is reached at the end' of each flight. Thus

it is assumed that the rotor comes to a standstill at the end of each flight, so every

air-ground-air transition is a start-stop-start transition.

6.8 Shortened versionc-of Helix and Felix

In section 11.3 below recommendations are made concerning the use of Helix and

Felix in shortened forms in order to reduce testing times. This section describes the

method of omission of low level cycles in order to obtain the shortened sequences.

Section 7 describes tbe riinfluw analyses of Helix-and Felix in both the full and
shortene~d forms.

The e method of omission of cycles is to chose a manoeuvre alternating stress level

at and below which cycles are omitted. However, if this is applied rigorously some

manoeuvres disappear altogether and there are difficulties in obtaining shortened

sequences of the required length (section 11.1). In order to overcome these problems a

system of partial omission was adopted, which had the additional advantage of retaining

the identity of all manoeuvres. In every manoeuvre which would be omitted in the above

system, one alternating cycles is applied at the highest level contained in that

manoeuvre. This level is, of course, at or below the nominal level of omission.

Additionally some low level cycles occur in the transition from one manoeuvre to another,

as described in section 6.7. These low level cycles are retained.

7 STATISTICS OF HELIX AND FELIX

In this section are presented the most important statistics, from the point of

view of fatigue, of the two standards. Additionally the spectra of Helix and Felix are

compared with each other and also with operational data.

/:
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7.1 Basic form-of the standards

.The structure of the two standards has already been-described in section 6 together

with some of the basic data on the for-af the sequences. This basic data was presented

in Tables 4 to 7 which show the number of flights of each duration for each sortie

(Table 4), the sequence of these flights (Table 5) and the, load matrices of the component

manoeuvres in Helix (Table 6), and Felix (Table 7). Full data on sequence of loads in a

manoeuvre and sequence of manoeuvres in a sortie was not presented because of the length

of the tables required-to give this information, but are given in Ref 3. -However, Tables

11 and 12 give the percentage times in f.ach manoeuvre for each full length sortie in

Helix and Felix respectively.

7.2 Comparison of Helix and Felix spectra

Helix and Felix were analysed by more than one counting method, and the results of

these are shown in Tables 13 to 16. Tables 13 and 15 give the results of the rainflow

analyses, and Tables 14 and 16 give'analyses of peak, trough and levels crossed

distributions.

Fig 17 shows a comparison of Helix and Felix spectra using the data obtained from

rainflow counting. As in the earlier sections of this paper, mean stresses have been

ignored to ease the comparison. However in the earlier comparisons, for instance in

Figs.5 and 9, the loads due to the start-stop-start transitions, associated with landing

and take-off, were not included. As a consequence Fig 17 shows large steps in both

Helix and Felix, at the top end of the spectra, which do not appear in Figs 5 and 9.

However, it should be appreciated that the steps are associated with extra loads on the

negative side only, and the important peak loads applied in flight are similar to those

in Figs 5 and 9. The marked difference in the shapes of the spectra for the flight loads

can be seen, with the spectrum for Helix being generally flatter than that for Felix

outside the region affected by the start-stop-start transitions.

The difference between the spectra for Helix and Felix are illustrated further in

Fig 18 which compares the two on the basis of positive-going levels crossed. Here the

differences are more obvious at the high stress end than in the previous figure, because

the start-stop-start transitions only affect this plot at the negative stresses. At

stresses above 60 Helix/Felix units a much sharper truncation on Helix than Felix can be

seen, in line with the comparisons of the loading actions on the two types of helicopters
as presented in Figs 5 and 9. Also evident from Fig 18 is that both the top and bottom

lines of the Felix spectrum are generally below those for Helix, although the iaximum

loads have been scaled to be the same in both cases. This indicates a generally lower

relative level of mean load for Felix than Helix.

7.3 Comparison of Helix and Felix spectra with operational dataCO

It should be appreciated that Helix and Felix were derived for a particular mix of

manoeuvres and sorties for which there is no complete-comparative set of data.

Consequently all the comparisons in this section are for Helix and Felix, representing a

'-4O. /.-
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wide ranging mixture of roles, with data for particular helicopters carrying out parti-

cular roles. It follows, therefore, that a close similarity between the standards and

the operational data would not necessarily be expected. Fig 19 shows the Sea King

transport spectrum, from Figs 5 and 9, compared with Helix. The Sea King data was

factored so that it represented the same number of flying hours as Helix, and the

stresses were multiplied by the same factor as was used to derive Helix units in formu-

lating the standard. As can be seen from Fig 19 there is very good agreement between

the two spectra at the low stress end. At the high stress end Helix exhibits the -step

arising from the air-ground-air transitions which were not included in the Sea King data,

so similarity would not be expected in this region.

Fig 20 shows spectra for the Lynx and BO-105 compared with that for Felix. The

Lynx and BO-105 spectra were to a design mix of manoeuvres, as described ifi sections 4.5

to 4.7. For the purpose of the comparison the stresses andnumbersoof cycle were

factored in the same way as was described above for the Sea King. It can be seen from

Fig 20 that agreement between Felix and the Lynx spectrum is quite good, except at the

upper end where, as in the case of Helix, the Felix spectrum exhibits a step associated

with the air-ground-air transitions. Thus as in the case of the Sea King the Lynx flight

spectrum compares well with that of the standard. However, in the case of the BO-]05,

even bearing in mind the fact that air-ground-air transitions were not included in the

BO-105 spectrum, agreement with Felix is not good above stresses of 35 Helix units where

the BO-105 spectrum curves upwards. At first sight it is, perhaps, a little surprising

that the Lynx spectrum agrees better with Felix than that for the BO-105, since Felix

was based mainly on BO-105 data. However, it may be recalled that longitudinal control

reversals in autorotation were not included in Felix, and, as shown in Fig 10, when this

manoeuvre was left out of the design manoeuvre mix, good agreement was found between

spectra for the BO-105 and Lynx. In the event the BO-105 spectrum without this manoeuvre

compares well with Felix.

It was concluded that both standards had stress spectra which agreed well with

operational data despite the differences in mix of manoeuvres.

7.4 Spectra for Helix and Felix with levels omitted

In section 6.7 the method of obtaining short versions of Helix and Felix was

described. This is accomplished by removing low level cycles; and enables shorter

testing times to be achieved. Section 11.3 below discusses the use of these shortened

sequences and makes recommendations. One of these is that the standard shortened

sequences should be Helix with the majority of alternating cycles at level 32 and below

omitted and Felix with the corresponding omission level of 28. The shortened sequences

are known as Helix/32 and Felix/28. Rainflow analyses were carried out on Helix/32 and

Felix/28, and the results are presented in Tables 17 and 18 respectively. The spectra0

of the short and long versions of the two standards are compared in Fig 21 for Helix

and Fig 22 for Felix. As can be seen the two short sequences are less than a tenth of

the length of the full versions. The actual lengths of the full and shortened sequences

are given in Table 19. I.
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8 -OUTLINE AND AIMS OF FATIGUE TEST PROGRAMME

Standard loading sequences are used for two reasons. First they are a -tool for

giving an immediate comparison of one set of fatigue data with another. Second they may

be used to provide design data. In considering the first point it is clearly-an -advan-

tage, just from the point of view-of convenience, that any test result using a standard

loading can immediately be compared with a library of fatigue data without resort to a

cumulative -damage rule. However a- further consideration is whether the use of standard

sequences-that are as realistic as possible give-more valid comparisons than with'more

simple sequences such as the commonly employed block programme. Thus the question may

-be-asked as to whether the objective of easy comparison can be met by-the adoption of a

standard in the form of a block-prograime. Also, if standard-block programmes were

adopted, would the data generated be better or worse for use in life prediction than the

more complex Helix and Felix?

The first part of zhe fatigue test programme consisted mainly of tests under

-constant amplitude loading, Helix, Felix and'block programmes designed to give fatigue

lives similar to those of the -two standards. The aim Of these tests was to assess

whether Helix and Felix, when used either for obtaining comparative fatigue data or

design-data would give better comparisons or enable more accurate life p'edictions than

those which would be achieved using block programmes or constant amplitude loading.

Since Helix and Felix were the-most representative of all -the loading seq,.ences used,

the assumption was made that comparisons using the two standards were the most valid, and

assessments were made as to how closely comparisons made under other loadings could

repeat them or be used to predict them accurately. The assessment of Helix and Felix as

design data was limited to seeing how well other loading actions could be used to predict

lives under the two standards (as distinct from comparative lives or comparative fatigue

strengths in the earlier assessment). This analysis could at best only identify

possible inadequacies in life predictions using the other loading sequences which could

possibly be redressed using the more representative Helix and Felix. A full assessment

of this would require more fatigue tests under loading spectra for specific design cases

on specific helicopters, and is a topic for further study.

The final aim of the test programme was to assess the possibility of using Helix

and -Felix in a shortened form by omitting some low level cycles. Thus tests were carried

out as described in section 11 with a shortened version of one standard, Helix.

The joint test programme cofisisted of 290 fatigue ,ests carried out at four

different Establishments in three countries, and is summarised in Table 20. Details of

the testing are given below and in supplementary reports issued by participating
20,21

countries

o 8.1 Loading sequences used 4n the tests

A9 described in Appendix B, at a late stage in the project Helix and Felix were

simplified by reducing the number of defined levels in each sequence to 31 and 33

respectively, and scaling the maximum load in each standard to 100, where previously it

was 74. However, this was not decided upon until a late stage in the fatigue test

7
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programme, which was consequently carried out entirely using the original versions of

the standards. It is shown in Appendix B that the fatigue performance of the new

versions of the standards is likely to differ little from the old, For this reason, in

sections 8 to 11 all references toand plots of standards relate to tae 6riginal versions.

However, for ease of comparison both Helix and Felix are-plotted on the new scale of 100

representing the maximum load.

Three-level block programmesrepressnting, Helix and Felix were derived -in two

versions-each, making four programmes-in all, as shown in-Fig.23. In the subsequent text

the two versionsof the block programmes are referred to as VI andV2 respectively. When

testing at high stress levels the number of cycles in-each programme was-divided through-

out by- two or four where this was necessary to ensure at least five repetitions of -the

programme to fail_.e. The first versions were designed by MBB-UD and followed common

procedures for substantiation tests at MBB-UD. They used range-pair spectra as a basis

and so did iot account for the mean loads, the majority of cycles being applied with a

minimum load-of zero (R=0). The results of the subsequent fatigue tests with the first

versions of the block programmes, as described later, gave lives that were considerably

longer than those under Helix and Felix. Therefore the block programmes were changed to

version 2, with the agreement of MBB-UD, by shifting the blocks of amplitude to the mean

stresses of the equivalent levels crossed spectra. This is illustrated in Figs 24 and

25, which show the two versions of the block programmes, for Helix and Felix respec-

tively, plotted on top of the levels crossed-spectra. The cut-off point at 570080 cycles

was chosen arbitrarily by MBB-UD, and is the same for both versions.

8.2 Fatigue test specimens and materials

The fatigue test specimens are shown in Figs 26 and 27, with-details of the

materials used in Tables 21 to 23. Three basic types of specimen were tested. The first

of these was a notched (open holed) specimen having a stress concentration factor based

on net section of 2.5. The aluminium alloy specimens tested at LBF and IABG were

virtually identical to the titanium alloy specimens tested at NLR, the only difference

being that the titanium alloy specimens were slightly thicker at 5.5 mm.compared with

5 mm for the aluminium alloy specimens. All these specimens were manufactured at LBF.

The titanium alloy specimens, manufactured and tested at RAE and used for the tests

investigating omission of low level cycles, had test -section planform dimensions approxi7 L
mately one half of those of the other specimens. Also their thickness was only 2.2 mm.

The stress concentration factor for the RAE specimens was 2.5, the same as for the others

described above.

The second type of specimen was a lug, manufactured by, MBB-UD, and made out of

multidirectional GRP. Detailes of the layup and material are given in Table 21.

The third and final specimen was a shear stress bend specimen designed to test

interlaminar shear strength in fatigue. The form was to a standard MBB-UD specimen and

manufacture was out of material taken from a BO-105 helicopter main rotor.
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8.3 Fatigue test equipment and conditions

Fatigue tests were carried out on a range of servohydraulic and resonant test

machines at a wide range of test frequencies. Test frequencies and the types of machine

used are given in each table of test results as presented in section 9. All tests were

under normal laboratory ambient conditions.

9 FATIGUE TEST RESULTS AND CUMULATIVE DAMAGE CALCULATIONSI .The fatigue test results are presented in Tables 24 to 45 and Figs 28 to 38. They

are grouped in terms of tests on each specimen/material combination, starting in each

case with the -constant amplitude tests and following with those relating to first, Helix,

and second, Felix. Sections 9.1 to 9.4 below discuss each specimen/material combination

in turn, apart from the tests investigating omission of low level cycles, which are-

reported separately in section U,. Sections 9.1 to 9.4 also discuss the cumulative

damage behaviour of the respective specimens. Section 10 further discusses the results

of section 9 as pertaining to the projected applications of Helix and Felix.

In view of the fact that the block programmes, standards and standards with levels

omitted were all of different length in terms of number of cycles, all tests except

those under constant amplitude loading have been plotted in terms of number of flights

to failure.

On the grounds that no cumulative damage rule has found acceptance as being

generally superior to Miner's Rule, only predictions using this Rule are presented here

as a basis to the assessment of Helix and Felix. The Rule was applied- taking the

fatigue limit into account. Variation in calculated damage of individual cycles due to

their mean stress being other than that at which constant amplitude tests were carried

out was accounted for by interpolating or extrapolating from tests at more than one

value of R. This data was either in the form of a set of S-AN curves or a Haigh Diagram.

8,9
Some assessments were made considering the Relative Miner approach , which-is

the most likely way that data obtained under Helix and Felix would be used to predict

life for a component subjected to a loading action in the same class as Helix or Felix.

There are a number of variants of this approach, but, as considered here, results of

tests under a loading standard are used to adjust stresses and/or lives on relevant

existing S-N data, such that application of Miner's Rule to that data would predict

accurately the lives obtained under the standard. Miner's Rule is then applied to the

adjusted data to predict lives under the required loading action. Clearly there is no

advantage to this approach if lives under the standard can be predicted accurately by

Miner's Rule because the Relative Miner method would give the same answer as Miner's

Rule. However, if Miner's Rule predicts lives that are too long or short for the stan-

00 dard, the Relative Miner Rule compensates for this, assuming in effect that errors in
0

using Miner's Rule directly would be similar for the loading action in question and for

the standard.
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9.1 Notched specimens of 3.1354-T3 aluminium alloy

Fig 28 and Table 24 give fatigue results under constant-amplitude axial loading,

carried out mainly by LBF. Cross check tests were carried out by IABG which-agreed well

with those by LBF. All the tests were at a- stress ratio R = 0.1 and showed good agree-
22ment with those carried out previously by LBF ar a range of values of R

A Haigh Diagram derived in the earlier work 22 was used as the basis for the predic-

tion of fatigue life under the standards and related block programmed loading.

Tables 25 to 27 give the resultsof fatigue tests under Helix and Helix -Block VI

and V2, and Tables 28 and 29 give those under Felix and Felix Block V2. The results

relating to Helix, together with the predictions using Miner's Rule, are plotted-on

Fig 29.- The corresponding data for Felix is plotted on Fig 30.

Considering first the relative lives under the different loadings on Fig 29, it

can be seen that the Helix Block VI did not give lives comparable with those under

Helix. At the highest stresses tested mean lives under block loading were approximately

ten times those under Helix, and the fatigue strength under Helix at 1000 flights to

failure was 55 per cent higher than under the Block VI. The corresponding fatigue

strength of the specimens under Helix Block V2 was similar to that for Helix but there

were indications that at higher stresses fatigue lives under Helix Block V2 would be

longer than for Helix.

The picture presented by the predictions using Miner's Rule is particularly

confusing. Whereas the Miner predictions for Helix Block V2 were good, at least at the
lower stress levels, those for Helix predicted a fatigue strength 20 per cent above that

realised in practice, and those for Helix Block VI about 14 per cent below.

Turning now to Felix, it can be seen from Fig 30 that, as for Helix, the block

programme V2 fatigue lives were predicted well by Miner's Rule and the-lives under the

standard, in this case Felix, were overestimated by the Rule. However, this overesti-

mate was not as great as for Helix, the largest overestimate of fatigue strength being

about ten per cent in this case compared with 20 per cent for Helix. Also the fatigue

strength of the specimens under Felix was generally more than 14 per cent above that for

Felix Block V2 whereas for Helix the lives under the standard and the Block V2 were

close.

Two conclusions can be drawn from this first set of results. First the block

programme VI was a poor representation of Helix. Second, although the block programme

V2 was a better representation, an assessment of aluminium alloy notched specimens for

articulated and semi-rigid rotors using block programme V2 would have given lives

similar to those predicted by Miner's Rule directly. This means that any predictions

using this data and a Relative Miner approach would have predicted lives for Helix and

Felix also similar to those of Miner's Rule applied directly. For lives-greater than

50 flights to failure this would lead to an overestimate of the fatigue strength under

Helix, and presumably a similar overestimate under service loading, of about 20 per cent,

I_
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as shown in Fig 29. Relative Miner predictions of Helix lives using the Helix Block VI

results would be even more inaccurate since these results imply that specimens should

last longer than predicted by Miner's Rule.

By an argument similar to that above, the use of Felix Block V2 data would lead to

an overestimate of life under Felix, though the overestimate would be smaller than that

for -Helix, as indicated by the difference between the predicted and achieved lives under

Felix in Fig 30.

9.2 Lug specimens of multidirectional GRP

Fig 31 and Table 30 give fatigue results under constant amplitude axial loading at

six values of stress ratio R. A typical failure is shown in Fig 39a. All the tests

were carried out by IABG, apart from two cross check tests carried out by LBF, who

carried out also all the variable amplitude tests. The check tests agreed well with

those by IABG. The results at R = 0.1 were analysed by linear regression analysis and

a straight line fitted over- most of those data. The data at other R values were fitted

similarly with straight lines having the same slope, an assumption which agreed well

with the test results. The fitted straight lines were extrapolated at the high stress

end so that the maximum stress was the ultimate value of 153.6 MPa at Cycles = 1. The

test results were used to construct a Haigh Diagram which was used for the cumulative

damage calculations.

Tables 31 and 32 give the results of the fatigue tests under Felix and Felix Block

VI. These results, together with predictions using Miner's Rule, are plotted on Fig 32.

As can be seen from Table 30 two batches of specimens were tested in the Felix Block VI

tests. The first batch, used for the constant amplitude and Felix tests also, were 10 Lmn

thick. The second batch were only 8 mm thick, but had the same number of layers. Since

a realistic comparison between the two batches of specimens would be on the basis of

load per layer, the plotted stresses used in Fig 32 were 0.8 of those uzed in the tests

for batch two. As can be seen from Fig 32, lives of the second batch were somewhat

below those of the first batch.

As can be seen from Fig 32, Miner's Rule predicted similar lives for Felix and

Felix Block VI at the lower stress levels, but predicted lives under Felix to be slightly

longer than those under the block loading at the higher stress levels. In contrast the

actual fatigue strength under Felix Block VI at the highest stress tested, giving 100

flights to failure, was about 20 per cent higher than that under Felix at the same life,

decreasing to about 7 per cent higher at 100 flights to failure. Cumulative damage

behaviour was somewhat different for the two loading actions with the achieved fatigue

strength under Felix being generally between 10 and 20 per cent below that predicted,

and that for the block loading ranging from about 7 per cent below predicted at the

Clowest stress level tested to 10 per cent above at the highest leiel tested.
0

Since the lives for the Felix Block VI tests tended predominantly to last longer

than predicted by Miner's Rule, a relative Miner prediction from these would predict for

4
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Felix lives tending to be longer than predicted by Miner'sRule direct and shown in

Fig 32. Consequently Relative Miner predictions for Felix would be slightly more in

error than those for Miner's Rule applied directly.

9.3 Shear stress specimens of unidirectional GRP

Fig 33 and Tables 33 to 34 give fatigue results under constant amplitude loading in

bending at a range of values of stress ratio R. The specimens all failed in interlaminar

shear, a typical failure being shown in Fig 39b. All stresses plotted and tabulated for I
these specimens are shear stresses calculated according to the formula:

Shear stress = 0.75 F/A (1)

where F = total force applied to the top and bottom of the specimen

A = specimen cross sectional area.

As shown-on Fig 33 two batches of specimens were included- in the tests. It was

found that the second batch of specimens were stronger in fatigue- than the first. As a

consequence the stresses for batch one specimens were plotted at a stress 20 per cent

higher than the actual values so that the test results compared well with those from the

first batch.

The curves fitted to the data in Fig 33 were to the Weibull equation with double

logarithmic scales. Coefficients in the equation were derived using an IABG-developed

five-dimensional regression analysis. The final equation is shown below. For clarity

it is expressed in two parts:

Lg(Ta) = Lg(Te) + Lg 78 -R Exp .243 (2a)

Te = (39.33 - 21.53 R)0 .7744  (2b)

Valid for -0.22 < R < 0.55

where Ta - alternating shear stress

Te =.endurance limit (shear stress)

N = number of cycles to failure.

The above equation defines a complete Haigh diagram, which was used for the

cumulative damage calculations.

Tables 35 to 37 give the results of fatigue tests under Helix and Helix Block Vj

and V2. Tables 38 and 39 give the results of tests under Felix and Felix Block V2. The

results relating to Helix, together with the predictions using Miner's Rule are plotted

on Fig 34. The corresponding data for Felix is plotted on Fig 35.0

Fig 34 may be compared with Fig 29, which shows tests under the same combination

of sequences but for aluminium alloy specimens. A similarity between the two diagrams

is the relative position of the three curves showing the predictions from Miner's R, le.

I- _____________1_
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However, for the GRP specimens the- predictions were- much closer together and in all

cases Miner's Rule predicted lives that were too long. This, is in contrast to -the case

for aluminium alloy where Miner':s Rule predicted lives that-were too long for Helix and

too short for Helix Block Vl-. The overall picture in Fig 34 does not suggest that

Miner's Rule gives-errors in prediction that are markedly different for the three

sequences, so there is no evidence that RelativedMtn'-r prediction from 4Helix 'Blocks VI

or V2 would -show substantial errors; However it should be emphasised that the data in

Fig 34 are sparse, particularly for Helix (one test point), and firm-conclusions cannot

be drawn.

Turning now to Fig 35 it can be seen that Felix and Felix Block V2 gave similar

lives, the most noteworthy point being that Miner's Rule predicted lives that were too

long by a large margin, the difference in predicted and achieved fatigue strength for

Felix being more than 20 per cent over the range of test lives. The accuracy-of Miner's

Rule appeared similar for both -Felix and Block V2 but again the data were sparse, and

although there was no evidence suggesting that Block.V2 Relative Miner predictions would

be substantially in error, firm conclusions again cannot be drawn.

9.4 Notched specimens of titanium alloy 6AI-4V

Fig 36 and Table 40 give the results of the axial loading fatigue tests carried out

at NLR under constant amplitude loading at two values of stress ratio R. Shown also in

Fig 36 are RAE tests under constant amplitude loading, which are discussed in section

11.2.

The curves fitted to the data in Fig 36 were to a form used widely in the heli-

copter industry23 viz:

Sa =Se +-) (3)

where Sa = stress amplitude

Se = endurance limit

N = number of cycles to failure.

A regression analysis was used24 to evaluate parameters in equation (3) which gave

the best fit to the data in Fig 36 so that for R = 0.1:

-(3030 
J

Sa = 97.1 + N0.825) (4)

and for R = 0.5:

Sa = 99.4 + 34.7 (5)
00.556(5

Most of the cycles in Helix, Felix and the relevant block programmes fall within

the range R - 0, which is close to R = 0.1 as represented in the data on Fig 36, and

R x 0.5. Therefore cumulative damage calculations were carried out by calculating
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fatigue damage from S-N curves interpolated between those for R 0.1 andIR 0.5, and'

extrapolated outside where necessary.

Tables 41 and 42 give fatigue test results for Felix and Felix Block V2. These

are plotted, together with-the relevant Miner's Rule predictions, in Fig 37.

Fig 37 presents a picture not dissimilar to that of Fig 30, which shows a corre-

spqnding set of results for aluminium alloy. In both cases the predictions for tests

under Felix gave lives that were generally too long (unsafe), with the predictions

-corresponding approximately to the limit of the achieved scatter band on the long life

side. In both cases too, Miner's Rule predicted that life under Felix Block V2 would be

shorter than under Felix. However whereas the Miner's Rule predictions were reasonably

good -for aluminiun alloy under Felix Block V2, for titanium alloy, where the scatter was

considerably greater and the lives were similar to those under Felix, the predictions

followed the low life side of the scatter band. It follows therefore that a Relative

Miner'prediction of Felix lives from the results of the tests under Felix Block V2 would

predict lives longer than those of Miner's Rule applied direct. In fact, Fig 37 shows

that the achieved lives were shorter than predicted by Miner's Rule direct. Therefore

the Relative Miner prediction would be more in-error that Miner's Rule applied direct

and, in fact, more unsafe. The amount of extra error would be governed by the difference

between, the direct Miner predictions for Felix Block V2 and the test results for that

loading. This is not easy to assess accurately because of the large scatter, but the

/ -results suggest an extra error of 10-per cent on fatigue strength.

Thus it can be concluded that in this case, although the Felix Block V2 tests gave

lives similar to those under Felix, the block sequence did not represent Felix well with

regard to cumulative damage behaviour, and Relative Miner predictions of Felix from the I

block tests would be more in error and more unsafe than Miner's Rule applied direct.

10 ASSESSMENT OF THE TEST RESULTS IN TERMS OF THE PROJECTED
USES OF HELIX AND FELIX

In sections 9.1 to 9.4 the cumulative damage behaviour of four types of specimen

was examined. This assessment was in terms of, first, the accuracy of Miner's Rule

applied directly to predict lives under Helix, Felix and the various block programmes.

Second was considered the use of a Relative Miner approach to predict lives under the

Standards from the block programme data. The discussion continues now to relate this to

the projected uses of Helix and Felix.

10.1 Use as tools to obtain comparative fatigue data

The convenience of being able to make a reliable comparison of two sets of fatigue

data without resort to cumulative damage rules has already been remarked upon. However

it is instructive to examine whether comparisons based on predictions using Miner's Rule 0

would give results significantly different from those using Helix and Felix. Examination

of Figs 29, 30, 32, 34, 35 and 37 show that for both Helix and Felix Miner's Rule virtually

always predicted lives that were t6o long. In cases where Miner's Rule overpredicted

by the similar- amounts, for instance in Figs 30 and 32 for Felix applied to aluminium

A .I
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alloy and GRP-lugs respectively, comparisons were- similar to those -using Helix and/or

Felix. However, there were significant differences in other cases. The largest differ-

ence between the- two-methods of comparison was when comparing= aluminiumalloy (Fig-30)

with unidirectional GRP (Fig 35) for semi-rigid rotor helicopters. Fig 30 shows that the

mean fatigue strength under Felix of aluminium alloy specimens was between 0 and 10 per

cent less than predicted by the Rule. However in Fig 35 the corresponding factor was

rbetween 25 and 30 per cent. Therefore an assessment of-the comparative fatigue strength

of the two-materials based on constant amplitude data- would De generally more- than 15 per

cent in error, assuming of course that the assessment using the more- representative Felix

was correct.

Consider now the use of -block programmed loading for the comparison of fatigue

strengths. Helix Block V! appeared to be rather poor in -this respect. As can be seen

from Fig29 the fatigue strength for aluminium alloy specimens under this loading-was

generally more than 50 per cent above that for Helix. However in Fig 34, the only other

set of results with either of the Helix block loadings, the fatigue strength agreed well

with the one Helix test point and also with the data under Helix Block V2. Helix Block

V2 gave much better agreement with Helix for aluminium alloy (Fig 29) particularly at

the lower stress levels, and -so in this region gave comparative fatigue strengths which

were 50 per cent different from those using Helix- Block V2.

Felix Block V2 was assessed against Felix in three cases. For aluminium alloys it

gave fatigue strengths about 10 per cent below Felix (Fig 30), for unidirectional GRP it

gave fatigue strengths similar to Felix (Fig 34), and for titanium alloy specimens, where

the scatter was particularly-high -(Fig 3), it appeared to give fatigue strengths lower

than Felix at the higher stresses, and higher than Felix at the lower stresses. There-

fore errors in comparative fatigue itrengths would be about 10 per cent comparing alumi-

nium alloys with unidirectional GRP, with perhaps some-greater errors than that at some

stress levels comparing aluminium and titanium alloy. Bearing in mind that few compari-

sons could be carried out with the block programmes because the coverage was not -complete

(for instance Felix Block VI was tested on only one-type-of specimen), there was no

reason to suppose from the test results that block programmes would give comparisons more

valid than Miner's Rule.

10.2 Use as design data

As shown in section 9 the use of Miner's Rule to predict fatigue lives under Helix

and Felix gave some considerable errors, particularly-for aluminium-alloy under Helix

(Fig 29) and unidirectional GRP under Felix (Fig 35) where the fatigue strength was some-

times overestimated by 20 per cent and more. In all cases the Rule predicted lives that,

were too long. Although these errors can be accounted for -in some cases by alternative

0 cumulative damage rules the hope is that Helix and Felix used in conjunction with a

Relative Miner approach would give the most reliable predictions. As-mentioned- in

section 9 the present series of tests sought to assess the block programmes as an alter-

native source of fatigue data to which the Relative Miner approach would be epplied in

predicting lives for realistic loading sequences as represented by Helix and Felix.

L ~
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There were no data derived under service loading which could-be used to assess Helix and

Felix as sources of data to be used in predicting service lives.

The most notable outcome of the test programme was the conclusion that the block

programmes did not-show the same cumulative damage behaviour as Helix and Felix. Whilst
this was-most marked in the case of Helix Block V1, which was not-regarded as being A

good representation of Helix, it was also true of the block programmes V2. This was

discussed at length in section 9- and is illustrated particularly in Figs 29 and-37 for

aluminium and titanium Alloy respectively In both these cases Miner's Rule predicted

lives that were too long for the-standard and too short, or relatively inaccurate, for

the block programme. However, the-Relative Miner approach seeks to minimise errors in

Miner's-Rule by assuming that-cumulative damage behaviour under the waveform for which

life is predicted is the same as that under the wavefurm used -to- obtain the basic fatigue

data. Therefore the use of block programmed loading as the source of basic fatigue -data

was assessed in section 9 as predicting lives no more accurate than Miner's Rule. In

no case was the use of block programmed data likely to-predict lives substantially more

accurately than Miner's Rule, and for the case of titanium alloy (section 9.4)would

predict lives more unsafe as well as less accurate than Miner's Rule. It was concluded

from the above that if life prediction-more reliablethan that provided by Miner's Rule

was required it was unlikely to be achieved or substantiated reliably using block

programmes. Whilst the possibility of improved life predictions using Helix and Felix

as a basis is not proved it is a -logical probability and is a promising subject for

future research.

It was considered that the conclusion that the block programmes were a poor

representation of the cumulative damage behaviour of the more realistic Helix and Felix

was the most important finding of the joint test programme.

All the errors assessed above in using block programmes for comparative fatigue

data, and- life prediction can be said to stem from the lack of correspondence of the

cumulative damage behaviour in the two cases. If this lack of correspondence were

general, there would be little point in using block programmes of the type assessed,

either for fatigue substantiation or life prediction. It is considered that these

findings give the strongest possible reasons for adopting more realistic loading in

helicopter substantiation procedures, with Helix and Felix playing an important part in

this.

11 TESTING WITH SHORTENED VERSIONS OF THE STANDARDS

In their full form Helix and Felix both consist -of over 2 million- cycles, each

-- sequence representing 140 flights only. Thus a typical test in a servohydraulic machine

at 15 Hz to -1500 flights would take about 18 days. There is considerable scope for

* speeding up tests by using high speed- servohydraulicmachines; ,for instance the RAE

tests were carried out at 45 Hz, which is three times faster than the example given

above. However it was felt that testing times were still formidable and tests were

7 7 7
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carried- out under sequences with some low level cycles omitted to look at the possibility

of further shortening testing times. The tests were on Helix and Helix with levels

omitted, on specimens of titanium alloy (section 8.2).

11.1 Test sequences

Helix was used as one test sequence. The shortened version was derived by omitting

alternating level 20 (old units) and below. This procedure led to 13 'out of the 24

manoeuvres in Table 6 disappearing altogether and these were omitted from the sequence.

The result was to give a reduction in length of the sequence of 88 per cent. This was the

version of the reduced sequence which was tised exclusively in the fatigue tests and in

this Report is termed Short Helix.

in the subsequent redefinition of Helix and Felix with a reduced number of levels

(Appendix B) difficulties were found in defining the shortened version of Helix with a

reduction in length similar to that achieved with Short Helix; When omission was

employed as before, the omission of level 28 (new units) and below gave only a 44 per cent

reduction in length, which was insufficient to give the reduction in testing required.

Use of the next level up as the omission- level gave a reduction in life of 99 per cent,

which was deemed to be excessive. The solution of partial omission adopted is described

in sections 6.8 and 7.4, and gave reductions in length of 93-per cent for both Helix and

Felix (Table 19). The reduced sequences in the new classification, Helix/32 and Felix/

28, were not used in the test programme.

11.2 Fatigue test results

Table 43 gives the fatigue test results for constant amplitude loading which are

plotted in Fig 36 for comparison with the NLR data. As can be seen the two sets of

results did not agree very well. The RAE results showed much greater scatter than the

larger NLR specimens and implied a rather higher fatigue limit. Cumulative damage cal-

culations were not therefore carried out for -the RAE tests -because the S-N data were felt

to be inadequate. However, this did not affect the main aim of the tests which was

assessment of the performance of the shortened sequence.

Test results under Helix and Short Helix are given in Table 44 and 45 respectively,

and plotted in Fig 38. Two peak stress levels only were used in the tests and in both

cases the mean life under Short Helix was longer, in terms of number of flights, than

under Helix. At the high level the ratio of lives under Short Helix to Helix was 4:1 and

at the lower level was 1.8:1. Assuming that Helix gave ideal assessments this represented

errors in using Short Helix to assess the fatigue strength of about 4 per cent at the

lower stress level and 8 per cent at the higher stress level.

11.3 Recommendations for the use of the shortened sequences

0 In order to reduce testing time in determining fatigue strengths at long lives

three approaches can be used. First, the testing frequency can be raised to the limits

of valid testing or the limit of -the machine5 whichever is less. Second, tests can be

carried out at a high stress level -and the results extrapolated downwards. Third,

testing can be carried out using sequences with low levels omitted The second and

third possibilities are the concern of this paper.

-___ -77-7__
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The actual results in Fig 38 suggest an error of 4 per cent in using Short Helix
to determine the fatigue limit. This is not a particularly large error, and, if valida-
ted as a generally applicable result, might well be an acceptable penalty-to pay for

test lives about one quarter of those for the full standard sequence. A factor based on

the results of research work could be used to reduce the errors still further. Alterna-

tively or additionally the results of tests under the full sequence at -higher stress

levels might be used to deduce the error factor at the fatigue limit, for instance as

represented by the tests at the higher stress level in Fig 38 which gave lives under

Helix- about one tenth of those at the lower stress level.

j When low level cycles are removed from a variable amplitude sequence Miner's Rule

predicts that, if the- S-N curve for the component is a straight line on a Log-Log plot,

then the resulting percentage change in life is independent of the overall stress level

of the variable amplitude sequence. However, as in Fig 28, S-N curves tend at the

bottom to bend towards the long life- direction, perhaps forming a fatigue -limit, and ns

a result Miner's Rule predicts that the lowest bank of cycles in, for instance, Helix do

some damage at high overall stresses and none, or Virtually none, at low overall stress

levels. Thus Miner's Rule predicts that the omission of a bank of lowest level cycles

will affect life under variable amplitude loading by a larger percentage at high overall

stress levels than at low. Although it is generally accepted that cycles below the

fatigue limit are more damaging than predicted by Miner'-s Rule, the above trend is

likely still to hold on the grounds that there is still likely to be a damage threshold

for small cycles in variable amplitude loading sequences, even if it is somewhat below

the constant amplitude fatigue limit. This is supported by the results in Fig 38, where

inclusion of low level cycles appeared to be twice as damaging at the higher overall

stress level than at the lower.

Nevertheless at present the magnitudes of the errors in using the shortened

sequences Helix/32 and Felix/28 are not established and the above results must be

regarded as provisional. It is recommended therefore that the shortened sequences

should be used with extreme caution. They should be used only at the lower stress levels,

close to the fatigue limit where the errors in using them are liable to be less severe

as indicated above. Such tests should be supplemented by further tests under the full

standard loadings at higher stress levels. Further research is necessary, however, to

quantify better the errors in following this procedure, particularly since the data

available so far has used Short Helix only.

12 CONCLUSIONS

(1) Two loading standards, Helix and Felix, applying to articulated and semi-rigid

rotor helicopters respectively, were defined in both full and shortened forms. The

0shortened forms of the standards are known as HelJix/32 and Felix/28.

(2) In a fatigue test programme, which included tests on aluminium alloy, titanium

alloy and GRP specimens, the use of Helix and Felix was assessed, both from-the point of

view of tools to provide comparative fatigue data, and as a source of design data.
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It was found that Helix and Felix gave comparative fatigue strengths that varied signi-

ficantly in some cases from those obtained using three-level block programmes, and from

those predicted- from constant amplitude -loading.

It was found also that block programmes designed to be equivalent to Helix and

Felix did not represent them well in terms of the accuracy of Miner's Rule in predicting

lives under them. The use of data obtained under block programmes and a Relative Miner

approach would have led to predictions generally less accurate than those using Miner's

Rule applied direct.

(3) It was concluded that the failure of the block programmes to represent the cumula-

tive damage behaviour of the more representative loadings gave the strongest possible

reasons for adopting more realistic loading -in helicopter substantiation procedures, with

Helix and Felix playing an important role in this.

(4) Following tests assessing the effect of omitting low level- cycles from Helix, it

was recommended provisionally that the shortened versioLs of the standards should be used
with extreme caution, and then only for long life tests to determine the fatigue limit.

These tests should be supplemented by -tests under the full standards -at higher levels.

(5) More research is required into the effect-of omitting low level cycles from Helix

and Felix, and into the accuracy of the Relative Miner approach using Helix and Felix

data as a basis.
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Appendix -B

DERIVATION-OF'NEW SYSTEM OFUNITS,-IN-HELIX AND-FELIX

In -the-original derivation of Helix and Felix5 a- system of units .was used in which

the maximum was 74 in both cases. Taking the compressive levels into account also, this

gave nearly 100 possible values of range. The actual number of values of range was

rather less than this, but there were :considerable numbers ,of ranges in adjacent classes,

and so having -similar values-but rather difficult to identify-separately in on-line

analysis. A slight error in application accuracy could lead to one range being recorded

in the wrong interval. A similarsituation existed-with regard.topeakand trough

values. Consequently on-line analysis was rather more complicated than for FALSTAFF and

generation mo- difficult because the number of defined levels-was greater than the

capability of some systems.

It was decided that the number of defined levels was unnecessarily large, so each

mean and alternating load value in the two sequences was converted -to thenew system of

units by means of Table 46. The resulting levels crossed spectra are compared with the

originals in Figs 40 -and41 for Helix and Felix respectively. As can'be seen there was

a slight -tendency to round up the values of load. It can in fact be seen-from Table 46

that this was most marked at the lower stress level. This led to the prediction-that

the new versions of the standards were somewhat more damaging than the original versions.

In an assessment of this using-Miner's Rule for the-titanium specimens tested at NLR it

was predicted that lives under the new versions of the standards would vary between I

and 0.5 times the lives under the old versions, with -the maximum differences at peak

levels of about 450 MPa.

It is considered that the above differences do not affect the essential character

of Helix and Felix in terms of their planned roles, but some caution should be applied

when comparing test results directly with those presented in this Report.

CO
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Appendix C

ASSESSMENTOF-SUITABLE FLIGHT DURATIONSAND SORTIE LENGTHS

C.A GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The collection of the Sea King flight durations has been discussed in section 6 and

the data presented in graphical form in Figs 11 and 12. For the analysis presented here

it is more convenient to have the data in .tabular'form, Table 45. In this Table for

each sortie the number of flights recorded in the initial duration counting interval of

15 min is listed along with'the results of using counting intervals of I h and 1.5 h.

To represent flight durations differing only by 15 min would prove a difficult task and

an initial estimate suggested -that flight durations differing by I h or 1.5 h would be

more suitable. The criterion that assesses the suitability of these flight durations is

that the most infrequently occurring sortie-must occur at least once in the sequence of

sorties of the standard. In addition the length of the sequence of sorties should be of

the order of 200 sorties long. Details of the analysis follow.

C.2 SYMBOLS AND DATA FOR THE ANALYSIS

k number of counting intervals for the flight length data

m sortie number
m = I for Training
m = 2 for Transport
m = 3 for ASW
m = 4 for SAR

nim number of flights of duration t. for sortie m recorded in Table 45

NFim number of flights of duration t. for sortie m in the loading standard

NFs  total number of flights in the loading standard
NFPHim number of flights per hour of duration ti  for sortie m in the data

NFPHcrit number of flights per hour of duration t crit in the data

p(t. ) proportion of flights of duration t. for mission m for the data inim Table 45 1

p(Tm) fraction of I hour spent in sortie (all-aircraft sortie mix in Table 2)

t. mean time of counting interval i for the data in Table 45
3.

t average flight duration of sortie m in the loading standard

rit duration of the most infrequent flight in the loading stendard.

C.3 ANALYSIS

The proportion of flights of duration t. for mission m for the date, in1

Table 45 is:
0

n im
P(tim) = i k•

im
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The average flight duration of sortie m in the loading standard is then:

i=k

m =  =P(t im)tim

Using..the sortie-mix for all aircraft the number of flights per hour of duration -t for

sortie -m is there fore:

NFPH. p(tim)p(Tm)
imm t

The'criterion has been set that the most infrequent flight must occur once in the loading

standard, therefore

NF. > I
im

and it follows that

NFPH.
NF. = nearest integer value of NFPH

im crit

and that the length of the loading standard will be:

m=4 i=k

NF = NFim

m=l 1=

with the final constraint that:

NF 200

C.4 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

Three cases were studied using the analysis described above and values of NFPH.im
NF. and NF are listed in Table 46 for each case. In the first case to be studied

Im s
six counting intervals of I h were considered, resulting in flight durations of 0.5 to

5.5 h in hourly iucrements. It can be seen from the data in Table 46 that the critical

sortie is a 5.5 h duration ASW mission and for this to occur at least once the sequence

oZ sorties would have to be 6395 flights long. In the sccond analysis only five 0

counting intervals of an hour were considered, counts recorded between 5 and 6 b being

disregarded. Details of the analysis are again presented in Table 46 which indicates

that the 4.5 h duration flights for Training, ASW and SAR are the critical sorties that

determine the 677 flights of the sortie sequence. In the final analysis presented in

7;, W
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Table 46 the counting interval was increased to 1.5 h and again counts in the longest

flight duration region were disregarded. The 3.75 h flights for Training and SAR deter-

~~ mine the length of the6 sortie-sequence which at 140 flights was aii acceptable length.

0
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Table I

MIX OF MANOEUVRES IN SEA KING TRANSPORT, ASW AND SAR SORTIES

Percentage time per hour
Number Manoeuvre description -

Transport ASW SAR

I Take-off 0.34 0.12 0.27

2 Forward flight 20 kn 0.40 2.79 0.23

3 Forward flight 30 kn 0.40 2.79 0.23

4 Forward flight 40 kn 0.40 2.79- 0.23

5 Forward flight 60 kn 8.49 5.99 25.92

6 Forward flight VNO 103 kn 81.79 35.90 64.82

7 Maximum power climb 70 kn 0.57 1.20 0.44

8 Shallow approach to hover 0.17 - -

9 Normal approach to hover - 1.40 0.08

10 Hover 2.83 33.01 4.85

11 Bank turn port 300 VNO 0.79 5.51 0.45

12 Bank turn starboard 30 VNO 0.79 5.51 0.45

13 Sideways flight to port 30 kn 0.28 0.20 0.22

14 Recovery from 13 0.11 0.08 0.09
15 Sideways flights to starboard 30 kn 0.28 0.20 0.22
16 Recovery from 15 0.11 0.08 0.09

17 Rearwards flight 20 kn 0.28 0.20 0.22

18 Recovery from 17 0.11 0.08 0.09

19 Spot turn port 0.28 0.20 0.22

20 Spot turn starboard 0.28 0.20 0.22

21 Autorotation 0.57 0.40 -

22 Recovery from 21 0.05 0.03 -

23 Descent 0.34 i.20 0.53

24 Landing 0.34 0.12 0.13

0

411
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Table 2

LYNX DESIGN MISSION MIX

Number Flight description Percentage Number
flight time per hour

I Rapid increase in rpm and engage clutch 5
2 Take-off 5
3 Steady hovering 20
4 -Spot turns 10
5 Low-speed flight control reversals - longitudinal 2.5
6 Low-speed flight control reversals - lateral 2.5
7 Low-speed flight control reversals - yaw 2.5

8 Low-speed flight control reversals - collective 2.5
9 Rearwards flight 0.5

10 Sideways flight port 0.5
11 Sideways flight starboard 0.5
12 Forward flight 0.2 VNE 10
13 Forward flight 0.4 VNE 5.4

14 Forward flight 0.6 VNE 6.3
15 Forward flight 0.8 VNE 11.716 Forward flight 0.9 VNE (VNo) 18

17 Forward flight 1.0 VNE 2.7
18 Forward flight 1.1 VNE 1.0
19 Cruise turn 0.4 VNE 0.6

20 Cruise turn 0.6 VNE 0.721 Cruise turn 0.8 VNE 1.3

22 Cruise turn 0.9 VNE 2.0
23 Cruise turn 1.0 VNE 0.3
24 Transition from hover 7
25 Maximum power climb 70 kn 4
26 High-speed flight control reversals - longitudinal 2.7
27 High-speed flight control reversals - lateral 2.7
28 High-speed flight control reversals - yaw 2.7
29 High-speed flight control reversals - collective 2.5
30 Descent 7
3 Transition to hover 7
32 Flare 7
33 Entry into autorotation 0.4

0 34 Recovery from autorotation 0.4

35 Steady flight autorotation 2.5
36 Control reversals in autorotation - longitudinal 0.1

0~
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Table 2 (concluded)

Number Flight ddscription Percentage Number
-flight time per- hour"

37 Control reversals in autorotation - lateral 0.1

38 Control reversals in autoiotation'- yaw 0.1

39 Collective pull up in autorotation 0.4

40 Right turn in autorotation 0.2

41 Left turn in autorotation 0.2

42 ' Single engine flight 3.0

43 Landings 5

Table 3

PERCENTAGE TIME IN TRAINING, TRANSPORT, ASW AND
SAR SORTIES FOR UK SERVICE USAGE

Percentage time in sortie
Sortie-

All aircraft Sea King

Training 33.0 22.3

Transport 48.5 25.3

ASW 9.0 49.1

SAR 9.5 3.3

Table 4

NUMBER OF 'FLIGHTS OF EACH SORTIE FOR THE THREE
FLIGHT DURATIONS IN HELIX AND FELIX

-"II

Fli3 ht Number of flights
'I I duration

(h) Training Transport ASW SAR

0.75 4.7 38 2 5

2.25 11 20 4 4-

3.75 1 5 2 1 -'

Total number of hours represented in each standard = 190.5

/
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Table, 5

SEQUENCE OF sORTIES 1FOR 140 FLIGHT SEQUENCES
OF HELIX AND FELIX

21, I1, 43, 11, 21, 12, 22, II, 11, 21, 21, 21', 23, 42, 23, 21, 12, 11, 21,-22, 11,

42, 22, 21, 32, 21, 11, 22, 32, 22, 11, 31-, '21, 22, 11, Ili 42, 42, 21, 21, 33-1-12,

31, 22, 22, I, 11, 11, 11, 11, 21, 21, 11, 41, 11, 12, 22, 22, 22, '11, 21i 11, 21,
11, 21, 21, 21, 21, 11, 11, 22, 21, 21, '21, 11, 21, 11, 12, 12, 21, 11, 11; 22-, 11,

41, 21, 11, 11, 11, 23, 11, 21, 11, 21, 11, 21, 11, 22, 32i 3, 11, 12, 22, 22, 23,

12, 21, 11, 22, 11, 11, 41, 33, 22, 32, 21, 11, 21, 21, 22, 21, 21, 12, 21, 11, 21,
.21, 13, 11, 11, 12, 11, I1, 11, 41, 11, 2, 11, 41, 12.

Key: Training - 10,
Transport - 20,
ASW - 30
SAR - 40

Shortest flight duration - 1 (0.75 hour)
Middle flight duration, - 2 (2.25 hours)
Longest flight duration - 3 (3.75 hours).

therefore 23 is a transport flight of the longest duration

I!

00
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Table 6

LOAD MATRIX FOR HELIX

Alternating stress 20 24 28 32 36 40

No. TaeofManoeuivre Mean -

L aeof44 2 - - - -

2 Forward flight 20.kn 72 13 - - - - -

3 Forward flight 30 kn 68 - 12 2 - - -

4 Forward flight 40 kn, 60 4 9 1 - - -

5 Forward flight 60 kn 60 11 2 - - - -

6 Forward flight 163 kn 64 2 4 12 - -

7 Maximum power-climb 70 kn - 68, 1 - - - - -

8 Shallow approach to hover 56 12 5 -6 8 4 - I
-9 Normal approach to hover 60 11 2 4 3 5 1

10 Hover- - - - --

11 Bank turn port 3 0 Vno .68 - 1 20 1 - -

12 Bank turn starboard 300 Vno 68 -1- 16 1 - -

13 Sideways flight port, 30 kn 56 3 - - - - -

-714 Recovery from-13 52 11 5 9 1 2 -

15 Sideways flight starboard 60 3 3 3 - - -

16 Recovery from 15 52 11 2 3 2 4 1

17 Rearwards flight 20 kn 68 1 - - - - -

18 Recovery from 17 60 4 - 9 10 1 -

119 Spot turn port 64 301 8 2 - - -

20 Spot turn starboard 68 3 - - - - -

21 Autorotation 60 19 - - - - -

22 Recovery from 21 60 - 2 10 4 1 -

23 Descent 60 11 2 - - -

24 Landing 72 -1 3 1 - -

All stresses are expressed in Helix units.

'0
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Table 7

LOAD MATIX FOR FELIX

Alternating stress 16 24 28 32 36 44 48- 52 60

No. Manoeuvre" Mean No. of cycles~stress

1 Take-off 32 7 13 -11 - - - - -

2 Forward flight 0.2 VNE- 48 11'. 2 -

3 Forward flight 0.4- VNE -

4 -Forward flight 0.6 VNE 48 2--

5 Forward flight 0.8 VNE .

6 Forward flight 0.9 - 1.1 VNE 48 24 1 - - - . . . .

7 Maximum power climb 70 kn - . . . . . . . .

8 Transition to hover 40 10 1 -

9 Hover 36 10 1 - - . . . . .
10 Cruise turns 0.4 - 0.8 VNE .60 20 4.

11 Cruise turns 0.8 - 1.0 VNE 64 14 13: 1 . . . . . .

12 Sideways flight port 36 11 3-

13 Sideways flight -starboard 36 10 19 1-3' I

14 Rearwards 36 10 9 1 -- - -- -.-

15 Spot turns 36 16 2 - - - - - - -

16 Autorotation (AR) 40 32 21 9 3 1 1 -

17 AR incl large amplitudes 40 32 21 9 3 1 1 3 1 3

18 Recoveries from AR 36 32 2 . . . . . . .

19 Control reversals 0.4 VNE 36 32 12- 5 3 1 - - - -

20 Control reversals 0.7 VNE 44 36 13 5 3. 2 - - - -

21 Descent 36 - 1 26 2 -.-----

22 Landing 8 - - - 2 - - - -

All stresses are expressed as Felix units.

-1P
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Table 8

SEQUENCE OF LOADS FOR FIRST THREE OF THE DEFINED HELIX MANOEUVRES

I Take off

44, 20, 20

2 Forward flight 20 kn

72, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20

3 Forward flight 30 kn

68, 24, 24, 24, 28, 28, 24, 24, 24, 24, 24, 24, 24, 24, 24

etc

Table 9

EQUIVALENCE OF HELIX AND FELIX MANOEUVRES

T

Helix Felix

No. I Manoeuvre No. Manoeuvre Included manoeuvres

I Take off 1 Take off Rapid increase rpm
take off

2 Forward flight 20 kn 2 Forward flight 0.2 VNE

3 Forward flight 30 kn 3 Forward flight 0.4 VNE

4, -Forward flight 40 kn 4 'Forward flight 0.6 VNE

5 Forward flight60 ki, 5 Forward flight 0.8VNE

6, Forward flight 103 kn 6 Forward flight 0.9 1.1 VNE Fw.fl. 0.9 1.0 VNE
Fw.fl. 1.I VNE

7 Maximum power climb 70 kn 7 Maximum power climb 70 kn

8 Shallow appr. to hover 8 Transition to hover Transition to hover
9 Normal appr. to hover, flare

10 Hover 9 Hover Steady hovering
transition from hover

II Bank turn port VNO 10 Cruise turns 0.4 0.8VNE

12 Bank turn starboard VNO 1-1 Cruise turns 0.8- 1.0 VNE

13 Sideways flight port '12 Sideways flight port
O

14 Recovery from 13

15 Sideways flight starboard -3- Sideways flight starboard

16 Recovery from 15
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Table 9 (concluded) j

Helix Felix

No. -Maioeuvre No. Manoeuvre Included manoeuvres

17 Rearwards flight 14 Rearwards

18 Recovery from 17

19 Spot turn port 15 Spot turns
20 Spot turn s:arboard

21 Aitorota ion 16 Autorotation (AR) Ehtries into-AR
(17 ARincl. large amplitudes) Steady flight AR

Control rev.longit.AR
Control rev.lateral AR
Control rev.yawing AR
Right turn.AR
Left turn AR
Collective pull up AR

22- Recovery from 21 18 tRedoveries from AR

No equivalence 19 Control reversals 0.4 VNE Longitudinal
(to ie interspersed during) Lateral
forward flight Yawing,

Collective

No equivalence 20 Control reversals 0.7 -VNE Longitudinal
(to be interspersed during) Lateral
forward ,flights Yawing

Collective

23 Descent 21 Descent

24 Landing 22 Landings

Table 1 0

FIRST SIX MANOEUVRES IN TRAINING SORTIE OF HELIX

position Manoeuvre Time in Matrix
No. No. manoeuvre applications

I Take off 1 36 6

2 Forward flight 20 kn 2 12 3

3 Forward flight 30 kn 3 12 2

4 Forward flight 40 kn 4 12 3

5 Forward flight 30 kn 3 18 3.0

6 Forward flight 20 kn 2 20 5

4m
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Table I I

PERCENTAGE TIMES IN- MANOEUVRES FOR 3.75 h SORTIES IN HELIX

No. Manoeuvre Training Transport -ASW SAR

I Take off 0.27 0.27 0.13 0.2

2 Forward flight 20"kn 2.34 0.39 2.79 0.24

3 Forward flight 30 kn 1.69 0.40 2.80 0.22

4 Forward flight 40 kn 1.60 0.41 2.79 0.24

5 Forward flight 60 kn 3.17 8.56 5.96 25.93

6 Forward flight 103'kn, 63.04 82.67 35.S9 64.93

7 'Maximum power climb 70 kn 0.51 0.44 1.33 0.44

8 Shallow appr. to hover 0.07 0.19 0.00 0.00

9 Normal appr. to hover 0.71 0.00 1.39 0.09

10 Hover 19.24 2.86 32.83 4.88

11 Bank turn port VNO 2.22 0.80 5.47 0.44

12 Bank turn starboard-VNO 1.78 0.81 5.48 0,44

3 Sideways flight port 0.18 0.24 0.24 0.24

14 Recovery from 13 0.15 0.07 0.07 0.07

15 Sideways flight starboard 0.21 0.23 0.23 0.23

16 Recovery from 15 0.11 0.07 0.07 0.07

17 Rearwards flight 0.30 0.22 0.22 0.22,

18 Recovery from 17 0.22 0.09 0.09 0.09

19 Spot turn port 0.67 0.13 0.13 0.13

20 Spot turn starboard 0.40 0.13 0.13 0.13

21 Autorotation 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.00

22 Recovery from 21 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.00

23 Descent 0.52 0.26 1.33 0.56

24 Landing 0.13 0.27 0.13 0.13

'1~~o I,
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Table 1 2

PERCENTAGE TIMES IN MANOEUVRES FOR 3.75 h SORTIES IN FELIX

No. Manoeuvre Training Transport ASW SAR
1 Take off 0.26 0.26 0.12 0.26

I2 Forward flight 0.2 VNE 2.25 0.38 2.67 0.22

2 Forward flight 0.4 VNE 1.62 0.38 2.67 0.22

4 Forward flight 0.6V 1-.54 0.38 2.67 0.22

5 Forward flight 0.8 VNJE 3.064 8.22 5.72- 24.89

6 Forward flight 0.9-I.1 VNE 6051 79.22 34.31 62.21

7 Maximum power climb 0.49 0.42 1.28 0.42

8 Transition to hover 0.74 0.16- 1.33 0.08
9 Hover 18.74 2.74 31.53 4.67

10 Cruise turns 0.4 - 0.8 VNE 3.07 1.23 8.42 0.69

11 Cruise turns 0.8 - 1.0 VNE 0.77 0.31 2.10 0.17

12 Sideways flight port 0.32 0.30 0.30 0.30-

13 Sideways flight starboard 0.31 0.30 0.30 0.30

14 Rearwards 0.50 0.30 0.30 0.30

15 Spot turns 1.03 0.42 0.42 0.42

16/17 Autorotation (AR) 0.42 0.42 0.42 -

18 Recoveries from AR 0.04 0.04 0.04 -

19 Control reversals 0.4" VNE 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00

20 Control reversals O.7 VNE 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00

21 Descent 0.50 0.26 1.28 0.51

22 Landing 0.12 0.26 0.12 0.12

I-
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Table '13

HELIX RAINFLOW ANPLYSIS -

Distribution of the ranges

Range size Number of Cumul. Average mean
(Helix units) -ranges number- (Helix units)

4 5988t 4264048 65.5
8 1312 4258060 62.3
12 554 4256748 -66.0
16 1-38 4256194 64.0
20 280 4256056 62.0
24 0 4255776 -
28 554 4255776 66.0
32 0 4255222
36 464 4255222 59.2
40 959084 4254758 62.2
44 738 3295674 62.4
48 910654 3294936 63.6
52 7176 2384282 65.4
56 2336362 2377106 64.2
60 4452 40744 65.7
64 20658 36292 61.8
68 542 15634 57.2
72 11796 15092 57.7
76 830 3296 58.4
80 1884 2466 58.5
84 20 582 58'.0
88 282 562 56.0
92 0 280 -
96 0 280
100 0 280
104 0 280
108 0 280
112 0 280
116 0 280 -
120 280 280 40.0

Total number of peaks and troughs in the
rainflow of Helix 4264048

co
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Table 14

HELIX ANALYSIS OF PEAKS/TROUGHS °AND OF
POSITIVE LEVEL CROSSINGS

Level Number Peaks Number Troughs Positive
(Helix-units) peaks cumul. troughs, cumul.. leveler.

-20 0 2132024 140 140 !40
-16 0 2132024 0 140 140
-12 0 '2132024 0 140 140
-8 0 2132024 0 149 i40
-4 0 '2132024 0 140 140
0 0 2132024 0 140 i40
4 0 2132024, 0 140 140
8 0 2132024 0 140 140
12 0 2132024 28i 421 421
i6 0 2132024, 1688 2109 2109
20 0 2132024 2233 4342 4342
24 Q 2132024 10412 14754 14754
28 0 2132024 7093 21847 21847
32 0 , 2132024' 16898 38745 38745
36 0 2i32024 1'163994 1202739 1202739
40 0 2132024 676930, 1879669 1879669
44 0 2132024 210951 2090620 2090620
48 0 2132024 5651 209627i 2096271
52 0 2132024 32039 2128310. 2128310
56 141 2132024 88 2128398 2128257
60 160 -2131883 1010 2129408 2129107
64 1834, 2131723 2283 2131691 2129556
68 2798 21-29889 333 2132024 2127091
72 7012 2127091 0 2132024, 2120079
76 6346 2120079 0 2132024 2113733
80 248246 2113733 0 2132024 1865487
84 253998 1865487' 0 2132024 1611489
88 382222 1611489 0 2132024. 1229267
92 1150931 1229267 0 '2132024 78336
96 73302 78336' 0 2132024 5034
100 5034 5034 , 0 2132024 0

Value refers to interval
between the defined level
and the one below it.

0
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Table 15

FELIXRAINFLOW ANALYSIS

Distribution of the ranges

.Range._size Number of Cumul. Average mean
(Felix -uiits) ranges number (Felix units)

4 1374 4570144 41.9-
8 832 4568770 43.4

12 3682 4567938 50.0
16 2072- 4564256 51.9
2o 3376 4562184 50.8
24 2462 4558808 49.1
28 1681 4556346 35.3
32 4055804 4554665 47.6
36 1795 498861 39.2
40 10516 497066 49.4
44 960 486550 39.1
48 342776 485590 45.9
52 3184 i428& 50.2
56 1'05036 139630 36.9
60 3930 34594 48.7
64 20528 30664 38.7
68 2158 10136 50.3
72 6756 7978 38.9
76 234 1222 41.9
80 312 988 40.2
84 68 676 41.4
88 50 608 40.0
92 180 558 45.0
96 18 378 40.0
100 16 360 42.0
104 16 344 40.0
108 14 328 34.0
112 13 314 29.8
116 0 301 -

120 285 301 32.9
124 0 16
128 16 16 36.0

Total number of peaks and troughs in the
rainflow of Felix 4570144

0
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Table 16

FELIX ANALYSIS-OF PEAKS/TROUGHS AND OF
POSITIVE-LEVEL CROSSINGS

Level Number Peaks Number Troughs x.Positive
(Felixunits) peaks -cumul. troughs cumul. ;levelcr.

-28 0. 2285072 546 546 546
-24 0' 2-285072 0- 546 546
-20 O 2285072 24 570 570
-16 01 2285072 0 570 '570
-12 0 2285072 8 578- 578-
-8 0 2285072 24 602 602
-4 O 2285072 40 642 642
0 0 -2285072 1472 2114 2114
4 O 2285072 9442 11556 I1556
8 140 2285072 49938 61494 61354

12 0 2284932 55619 I7113 11697-3
16 0 2284932 "9146 126259 126119
20 0 2284932 157152 283411 283271
24 0-- 2284932 81595 365006 364866
28 0 2284932 43200 408206 - 408066
32 0 -2284932 1750246 2158452 2158312
36 140 2284932 -17641 2176093 - 2175813
40 354 2284792 14290 2190383 2189749
44 470 2284438 77633 2268016 2266912
48 3196 2283968 7056 2285072 2280772
52 141552 2280772 0 2285072 2139220
56 8836 2139220 0 2285072 2130384
60 99165 2130384 0 2285072 2031219
64 1796322 2031219 0 2285072 234897
68 22370 234897 0 2285072 212527
72 83615 212527 0 2285072 128912
76 80940 128912 0 2285072 47972
80 17408 47972 0 2285072 30564
84 15500 30564 0 2285072 15064
88 13960 15064 0 2285072 1104
92 1080 1104 0 2285072 24
96 0 24 0 2285072 24
100 24 24 0 2285072 0

Value refers to interval
between the defined level
and the one below it.

0
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Table 17'

,HELIX/32 RAiNFLOW ANALYSIS

(Helix with omission level 32 and below)

-Range size Number-of Cumul. Averagd mean
(Helix units) ranges number -(Helix unitS)

4 5988 291724 65.5
.8 1312 285736 62.3
12 554 284424 66.0
16 138 283870 64.0
20 0 283732 -

24 0 283732 -

28 280 283732 58.0
32 0 283452 =
36 138 283452 70.0
40 15270 283314 65.2
44 0 268044 -
48 40882 268044 60.1
52 732 227162 62.8
56 190524 226430 64.0
60 142 35906 58.0
64 20130 35764 61.8
68 542 15634 57.2
72 11796 15092 57.7
76 830 3296 58.4
80 1884 2466 58.5
84 20 582 58.0
88 282 562 56.0
92 0 280 -
96 0 280 -
100 0 280 -
104 0 280 -

108 0 280 -

112 0 280 -

116 0 280 -

120 280 280 40.0
124 0 0 -

128 0 0 -

132 0 0 -

Total number of peaks and troughs in the
rainflow matrix of Helix/32 291724

1P
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Table- 18

FELIX/28 RAINFLOVU-ANALYSIS

(Felix with omission level 28 and below)-

Ranse size Number of- Cumul. >Aveage mean

(Felix units) ranges number .(Felix. units)

4 1374 ' 322068 41.9
3 832 326694 43-4
12 3682 319862 50.0
16 1628 316180 56.0
20 4 314552 50.0
24 436 314548 32.6
28 459 314112 16.0
32 4118 313653 48.0
36 4381 309535, 52.2
40 1664 305154 44.0
44 692 303490 38.0
48 162666 302798 47.3
52 872 140132 37.3
56 104666 139260 36.9
60 3930 34594 48.7
64 20528 30664 38.7'
68 2158 10136 50.3
72 6756 7978, 38.9
76 234 1222 41.9
80 312 988 40.2
84 68 676 41.4
88 50 608 40.0
92 180 558 45.0
96 18 378 40.0

100 16 360 4Z.0
104 16 344 40.0

4 108 14 328 34.0
112 13 314 29.8
116 0 301 -

120 285 301 32.9
124 0 16 -
128 16 16 36.0
132 0 0 -

Total number of peaks and troughs in the
rainflow matrix of Felix/28 = 322068

Table 19

NUMBERS OF FULL CYCLES IN HELIX AND FELIX
BOTH IN FLI. AND-SHORTENED FORM

-Sequence Number of whole cycles
0 Helix 2132024

Helix132 145862
Felix 2285072
Felix/28 161034
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Table 21

DETAILS OF-MATERIALS USED IN LBF AND IABG TESTS

Materials

Al-alloy 3.1354.5 (equivalent. to 2024-T3, unclad),

-fabricated by

Vereinigte Aluminium-Werke AG, Bonn.

Chemical composition in per cent:

Cu Si Mn Mg Fe Zn

4.72 0.17 0.65 1.65 0.30 <0.03

I Mechanical properties:

Sy = 378 MPa
mean values of five
static 'tests eadh

6 = 17.3 per-cent

Glass fibre reinforced plastics (GRP)

Prepeg EHG 275/68/38 (8.4331.1/8.4568.6 Werkstoffleistungsblatt der Deutschen Luftfahrt).

Epoxy reinforced by tissue of glass fibres (fibre content about 55 per cent of volume).

36 layers with the following fibre orientations.
00 layers No. 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36t 45O layers No. 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 19, 23, 27, 31, 35 valid for multi-

directional-45* layers No. 4, 8, 12, 16, 21,25', 29, 33 dRectionl
L GRP-lugs only

90* layers No. 3, 7, 11, 15, 22, 26, 30, 34

Two batches have been tested which differ in thickness but not in number of layers. The

laminate build-up is the same in both-cases.

Mean static strength of lugs based on net area stresses =.153.6 MPa.

GRP-shear-specimens.

Unidirectional textile roving EC 9 - 756 - K 43 - (68) HF Resin System:

LY 556 / HT 972.

The material was taken out of rotor blades of the MBB BO 105 helicopter. Two batches

have been delivered from MBB-UD which differed considerably in fatigue strength.

Go

0i
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Table 22

DETAILS OFMATERIAL USED IN NLR -TESTS

Titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4-, mill annealed.

German material designation : 3.716.4.1

Tensile strength * 1073 MPa

0.2 yield strength* 1052 Mba

Elongation * 11.3 per cent

*Average of five tensile'test results on-prisrhatic bars a cordihg to DIN 50125, taken

from the same sheet (ir rolling direction).

Chemical composition (per cent).

Fe C 0 N2  H Al V T

0.14 0.018 0.18 0.01 0.012 63 4.0 -Balance

Table 23

DETAILS OF MATERIAL USED IN, THE,,RAE TESTS

Titanium alloy Ti 318/TA10 annealed.

Measured mechanical properties

MPa PS Elongation

MPa 50 mm

987 922 12.5

Measured chemical composition %

Fe Al V 02 N2

0.09 6.0 4.2 0.14 0.011 0
OD

Ie



Table 24

TEST RESULTS.- ,CONSTANT AMPLITUDE

Material: 3.1354-T3 (eq. 2024-T3) All tests by-LBF except

Notched specimens Kt =-2.5; R = 01where stated

Machine: Amsler Vibrophore resonant

Specimen Alternating. Cycles to Frequency
stress RemarksNo. (MPa) failure H

A1.2 113 23,000 140

A2.9 113 - 25,000 140

A2.11 113 27,000 140.

A1.14 113 27,000 - 40

A2.7 83 , 113 000 140

A2.15 83 112,000 140

A3.10 83 164,000 140

A4.7 83 149,000 140,

1.01 -83 .111300 32- Tests conducted byIABG
2.01- 83 293,390 32 29for comparison of the
3.01 83 138-;470 323.01 83 168-,050 32 tytesting-equipment used

4.01 83 168,-050 32byB ndAG

5,Q1 83 128i730 32 ' n A

Stair case tests

A2.5 66 452,000 140

A4.5 66 535,000 140

A3.2 60 5,363,000 140

ltA2.3 60 6,949,000 140A4.15 60 ( 6) 10 7 (63,000) 140 Runout

A1.16, 60 2,350,000 140

A4.19- 60. -261,000 140-

A5.20 60 898,000 140 in parenthesis

A5.2 A (96) 10 (46,000) 140 Runout at high level ..

A1.18 54(96) 10 (58,000) 140 Runout

A4.17 54(96) 107-(57,000) 140 Runout

A5.21 54(96) 10 (63,000) 140 Runout-/

0

0I

4 -~ _
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Table 25

TEST-RESULTS - HELIX'-STANDARD-

Material: 3.1354-T3-,Ceq. 2024-M3) LBF tests

-Notched specimens 
Kt _2.5

Machine: Servohydraulic iwith Schenck electronics,

Specimen Pek Cycles to Flights to--FrequencyReasI

A1.6 550 - 6,000, 0.7 25'

A1.10 383' 55;-000 2.8 25

A5.18 306 75,000 4.5 25

A5.10 250 174,900 12.1 35M

xA5.16 250 158,300- 10.4 35 Retest at high level

A4.9 200 143,000 43.1 35

A4.13 200 537,600 29.8 35

A5.4 .200 417,800 22.6 S5

xA4..11 200 484,000 27.5 35 Retest at high level

A1.8 185 904,000. 56.1 -35

A3.20 185 -, 513,000 28.1 35

/A3.8 185 778,400 .44.4 ~ 35

xA4.1 185 880,000 35.0 35 -Retest-at high level

A2.20 175 833,800 49.3 35

A4.20 175 10,536,800 692..5 35

A3.6 175 693,000 40. - 5

A3.14 165 4,073,200 267.1 35

A4.3 165 2,111,700 139.3 35

xA5.16 165 28 x106'0 1,800 35 Runout

xA4.11 155 26 x 10 6_0 1,700- 35 Runout

xA4,1 150- 33 x 106-0 2,100-4 35 Runout

0 -
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Table 26

TEST RESULTS - HELIX BLOCK FIRST VERSION

Material: 3.1354-T3 (eq. 2024-T35 LBF tests

Notched specimen Kt = 2.5

Machine: Servohydraulic with Schenck electronics

Peak
Specimen Cycles to Flights to Frequency

No. sMras failure failure Hz Remarks

A4.16 383 122,400 30.0 .35

A3.16 383 88,700 2-1.8 35

A3.21 306 366,900 90.1 35

A2.17 306 264,200 64;9 35

xA3.12 306 24;400 6;0- 35 Retest'at high level

A5.14 275 2,776;900 '681.9 35

A1.2 275 325,600 80.0- 35 Only one side cracked

A5.:5 275 1,832,500 450.0 35

A3.4 250 4,625,200 1,135.9 35

A2.1 250 2,907,500 714.0 35

xA3.12 200 14,727,900T 3,600 35 Runout

Table 27

TEST RESULTS - HELIX BLOCK SECOND VERSION

Material: 3.1354-T3 (eq. 2024-T3) IABG tests

Notched specimens Kt = 2.5

Frequency = 30 Hz

Machine: Schenck resonant

Maximum stress
Specimen in spectrum Cycles to Flights to

No. failure failure~(MPa)

5 230 855,190 210

3 200 762,550 187

4 185 1,458,270 358

0 1 170 2,544,290 625

2 150 16,532,300- 4,060--' Runout
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Table 28

TEST RESULTS -,FELIX STANDARDI

Material: 3.1354-T3 (eq. 2024-T3) TABG tests

Notched specimen K = 2.5
t

Test frequency =25 Hz

Machine: Servohydraulic with Schenck-electroiics

Maximufiistr~ss
Specimen in spectrum C-ce to, Flights to 'eak

No. (MPa) failure failure

18 300 950,000 60,

22 300 740,000 47

23 280 1,900,000 1'20

17 270 1,250,000 79

24 260 3,400,'000- 215

12 250 2, 710,000 172

13 250 2,100,000 133

14 250 2,930,000- 186

21 240- 2,290,000 145

A4.18 238 6,100,000 386.

20 230 -13,200,000 836

15 230 3,930,000 249

A4.4 224 5,670,000 359

A4.12 224 3,650,000 231(
19 220 19,12n,000 1211

25 220 15,300,00060 969- Runout

16 200 45,000,00- 2851 - Runout

00

4j



Table ,29

TEST RESULTS FELIX BLOCK SECOND VERSION

Material: 3.1354-T3 (eq. 2024-T3) IABG tests

Notched specimen Kt = 2.5

Test frequency: 30 Hz

Machine: Schenck resonant

Maximum stress
Specimen in spectrum Cycles to Flights to Remarks

No. '(MPa) failure failure

1 300 102,470 25 Retest

2 260 231,070 56

3 210 967,600 238

4 190 2,565,360 - 630

5 170 2 .3,984, 100- 5,890-~ Runout

/J

0
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Table 30 _

TEST -RESULTS - CONSTANT AMPLITUDE

Material: GRP Multidirectional- All tests by IABG except

Specimen: Lug where stated

Frequency: 30-70 Hz

Machine: Schenck resonant

Stress e R -min Cycles to-
amplitude R failure Remarks

(MPa) \max/

50.0 L-0. 33 344,500

40.0 -0.33 .2,894,100

32.0 -0.33 14,744,200

45.0 -0.22 233,900 Lug oval

40.0 -0.22 3,170,000

35.0 -622 5,644,300 Lug oval

30.0 -0.22 19,463,000

45.0 0.1 25,000

/ 45.0 0.1 22,800

43.0 0.1 46,000

43.0 0.1 66,800

42.0 0.1 72,830 LBF

40.0 0.1 136,800

40.0 0.1 176,500

40.0 0.1 231,800

37.0 0.1 830,200

37.0 0.1 397,600

35.0 0.1 1,140,000 LBF

35.0 0.1 718,000

34.0 0.1 1,625,200

34.0 0.1 1,555,500

32.0 0.1 2,643,700

31.5 0.1 3,221,800

31.5 0.1 2,348,000

29.0 0.1 11,563,000

29.0 0.1 4,033,000 o

29.0 0.1 4,868,500 4"

29.0 -. 8,489,600
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Table-. 30 (concluded)

tress-'.ttis s min Cycles to
amplitude R I cycle Remarks

(Ma) max/ failure

29.0 0.1 10 Runout

26.7 0.1 107-4. Runout
26.7 0.1 107.1 Runout
26.7 0.1 107 Runout

26.7 0.1 19,594,800

25.0 0.1 24,580,'000

25.0 0.1 47,438,200

40.0- 0.2 48,700

35.0 0.2 432,800

30.0 0.2 1,841,000

25.0 0.2 11,532,100

40.0 0.4 5,000

30.0 0.4 135,600

25.0 0.4 825,200

20.0 0.4 11,561,600

28.0 0.55 41,000

23.0 0.55 151,600

20.0 0.55 785,200

16.0 0.55 26,296,400

00

N,)
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Table, 31

TEST RESULTS - FELIX STANDARD I
Material: Multidirectional GRP LBF tests

Specimen: Lug

Machine: Servohydraulic with Schenck electronics

-Specimen Peak Cycles to Flights to Frequencystress Remarks
NO. (MP failure failure Hz

No (Ma)

10 130 314,100 16.3 35!

7 130 326,900 16.8 35
x15 130 96,800 5.9 35 Retest at high level

x22 130 83,200 5.8 35 Retest at high level

16 110 1,835,900 110.5 35

13 110 1,531,800 98.1 35
4 110 1,968,600 119.0 35

9 102 3,234,300 195.4 35

14 102 1,975,600 119.3 35

17 102 3,361,700 201.6 35

11 102 4,457,400 272.5 35

1 95 3,627,400 223.9 35

20 95 11,495,200 705.6 35

3 95 9,261,100 567.7 35

8 95 6,672,000 407.9 35

25 91 20,314,900 1,302.1 35

x22 87 31 x 106_ 0 2,000- 35 Runout

x15 80 30 x 106_ 2,000- 35 Runout

41
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Table 32

TEST RESULTS - FELIX BLOCKFIRST VERSION

Material: Multidirectional GRP LBF tests

Specimen: Lug

Machine: Servohydraulic with Schenck electronics

Specimen Peak Cycles to Flights to Frequency
No. stress failure failure Hz

23 130 361,900 88.8 35

24 130 569,800 139.8 35

6 110 2,278,700 559.2 35 Batch 1

18 110 2,107,900 517.3 35 about 10 mm thick

2 102 3,135,500 769.5 35

19 95 5,700,700 1,399.0 35

26 130 828,700 203.5 35

28 110 3,418,000 839.4 35

27 102 4,560,700 1,120.0 35 Batch 2
29 95 6,270,900 1,540.0 35 aot8m hc
30 91 9,121,300 2,240.0 35

Note: Plotted stresses reduced by 20% to give comparison on the basis of the
same load per layer.

00

0

IjI
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Table 33

TEST RESULTS - CONSTANT AMPLITUDE LOADING

Material: -Unidirectional GRP i(first batch) IABG tests

Specimen: 4 point bend

1Specimen Minimum M ximum, Stress T min- ycles
No. shear shear amplitude R = to Remarks

stress stress (Mpa) Tmax/ failure-

1. 5.2 472 20.5 0.11 7,000 Amsler

2 4.8 43.6 19.0 0.11 10,000 F 55 Hz

22 4.5 41.3 17.9 0.1-1 74,500

21' 4.5 41;3 17.9 0.11 52,300

31 4.5 41.3 17.9 0.11 86,800

32 4.3 38.9 16.9 0.11 152,900

33 4.2 37.8 16.4 0.11 160,200

25 4.1 37.1 16.1 0.11 1,751,000

34 3.9 35.5 15.4 0.11 2,666,200

3 3.6 33.0 14.4 0.11 1,914,200

4 3.6 33.0 14.1 0.11 12,712,000

12 5.2 47.2 21.00 0.11 6,200 Schenck Reson

16 4.9 44.9 20.00 0.11 29,400 F ~ 33 Hz I
29 4.7 42.7 19.00 0.11 56,900

14 4.4 40.4 18.00 0.11 108,100

1.12 4.4 40.4 18.00 0.11 25,900

39 4.3 39.3 17.50 0.11 457,200

1.6 4.2 38.2 17.00 0.11 48,900'

38 4.0 36.5 16.25 0.11 439,000

26 4.00 36.0 16.00 0.11V 952,500

41 3.7 33.7 15.00 0.11 7,351,000

9 4.9 44.9 20.00 0.11 41,120 Servohydr

10 4.9 44.9 20.00 0.11 9,780 F - 25 Hz

15 4.9 44.9 20;00 0.11 16,700

36 5.6 50.6 22.50 0.11 3,910 Servohydr

5 4.9 44.9 20.00 0.11 11,250 F - 5 Hz

37 4.6 41.6 18.50 0.11 81,800

0

1 4
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Table 34

TEST RESULTS - CONSTANT AMPLITUDE LOADING

Material: Unidirectional GRP (second batch) IABG tests

Specimen: 4 point bend

Minimum Maximum Stress CyclesSpecimen shear shear amplitude R = to Remarks
No. shaThstress stress (MPa) max/ failure

U1.17 10.1 45.9 28.00 -0.22 23,800 Servohydr

01.10 9.4 42.6 26.00 -0.22 50,200 F - 25Hz

UI.5 8.7 39.4 24.00 -0.22 447,100

U1.15 5.9 53.9 24.00 0.11 16,600 Seivohydr

01.12 5.4 49.4 22.00 0.11 34,200 F - 25 Hz

01.13 5.2 47.2 21,.00 0.11 138,800

01.3 5.0 45.0 20.00 0.11 10,200,000- sRunout

7 4.3 39.3 17.50 0.11 2,345,380

U1.3 4.2 38.2 17.00 0.11 11,339,000- PRunout

01.11 24.0 60.0 18.00 0.4 3,300 Schenck Res
F - 33-Hz

01.8 20.0 50.0 15.00 0.4 12,965,600 Servohydr
F ~ 25 Hz

jDo

0r

.4/

* -q -- - - - - -
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Table. 35

TEST ,RESULTS-. -o.HELIX -STANDARD 

Materia:. Unidirectional GRP (second batch) IABG tests
Specimen: 4 point bend '

Machine: Servohydraulic with Schenck electronics

Maxmumshd£ Cycles' Flights,
Specimen stress in to tp Remarks

"No" sect~gmfailure " failure "

28 48.0 '1;00,000< 120

Table 36

TEST RESULTS - HELIX BLOCK FIRST VERSION

Material: Unidirectional GRP (first batch) IABG tests

1/ Specimen: 4 point bend

Frequency: 30 Hz

Machine: Schenck resonant

Maximum shear Cycles FlightsSpecimen stress in to to Remarks
No. spectrum failure failure

(MPa)

U1.13 42.0 11,997,480- 2,946 Runout

43 42.0 3,419,416 840

45 37.8 2,292,700 563

46 37.8 5,691,020 1,398

42 37.8 59,461,700 14,602 Runout

O

I
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Table 37

TEST RESULTS - HELIX BLOCK SECOND'VERSION

Material: Unidirectional GRP (second batch) IABG tests

Specimen: 4 point bend

Frequency: 30 Hz

Machine: Schenck resonant

Maximum shear
Specimen stress in Cycles Flights

Notpetumro to Rmarks
No. spectrum failure failure

(MPa)

U1.8 50.82 285,178 70

1.7 50.82 1,538,300 378

U1.11 46.20 9,693,400 2380

01.6 44.00 13,259,000 3256

IV

Table 38

TEST RESULTS - FELIX STANDARD

Material: Unidirectional GRP (second batch) IABG tests

Specimen: 4 point bend

Maximum -shear
Specimen stress in Cycles, Flights

to to RemarksNo. spectrum failure failure(MPa)

1.18/0 50.82 5,720,000 362

7.1/4 50.82 3,070,000 194

1.14/0 50.82 770,000 49

1.10/U 50.82 2,070,000 131

1.5/C 48.28 8,240,000 522

1.15/0 48.28 7,850,000 497

1.17/0 47.10 33,230,000 2106
0
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Table 39

TEST RESULTS - FELIX-BLOCK SECOND VERSION

Material: Unidirectional GRP (second batch) IABG tests

Specimen: 4 point bend

Frequency: 30. Hz

Machine: Schenck resonant

Maximum shear Cycles Flights
Specimen stress in C s ts RemarksNo. spectrumtotReak

N(se u failure failure,

01.6 50 3,025i770 ^245

U1.11 50 Cancelled

01.15 45 17,957,590 4418

U1.10 45 438,510 105

Table 40-

TEST RESULTS- CONSTANT AMPLITUDE LOADING

Material: Titanium alloy 6A1-4V NLR tests

Specimen: Notched Kt = 2.5

Frequency: 15 Hz
Machine: Amsler pulsator

(1) (1) (I)

Specimen S S S Cycles to
No. max min  a  Remarks

(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) failure Rmr

-15 700 350 175.0 32,000 1
42 700 350 175.0 20,300

4 600 300 150.0 31,600

0.5 6 550 275 137.5 39,900

2 500 250 125.0 69,200-

5 450 225 112.5 157,300

17 400 200 100.0 1,415,800- Runout

8 600 60 270.0 12,200

9 500 50 225.0 27,600

10 450 45 202.5 42,500

11 400 40 180.0 56,000 o

0.t 14 350 35 157.5 111,100

38 300 30' 135.0 124,300

44 300 30 135.0 192,600

43 260 30 115.0 1,583,800+Failure in clamping

(1) NOTE: Stresses refer to net section of specimen.
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Table 41

TEST RESULTS - FELIX STANDARD

Material: Titanium alloy 6A1-4V NLRtests

Specimen: Notched Kt =2.5

Frequency: 12.5 Hz

Machine: Amsler servohydraulic

-S
Specimen max Life

No. (MPa) (flights) Remarks

20 650 42

52 65- 19 Re-test at high level

24 650 37
25, 550 74

18 500 164

26 450 275

55 400 201

48 400 276

66 400 161

68 375 1711

52 350 1500 - Runout

Table 42

TEST RESULTS FELIX BLOCK PROGRAMME - SECOND VERSION

Material: Titanium alloy 6AI-4V NLR tests

Specimen: Notched Kt = 2.5

Frequency: 7.5 Hz

Machine: Amsler servohydraulic

S
Specimen max Life

No. (MPa) (flights) Remarks

51 600 32

53 500 31

50 500 416 Re-test at high level

47 500 106

56 450 53

0 45 450 1502

54 425 794

50 400 1478 -- Runout

___ __ __ _ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _
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Table 43

CONSTANT AMPLITUDE TEST RESULTS

Material: Titanium alloy 6AI-4V RAE tests

Specimen: Notched 2.5 Kt

Frequency: 45 Hz A,

R=0.1 -
Machine: Instron servohydraulic

Specimen Alternating
No.cimen stress Cycles to
No.(a) failure

D33 157 4,523,570

D34 191 2,960,310

D35 191 2,112,450

D36 191 73,260

D37 191 51,280

Table 44

TEST RESULTS FOR HELIX

Material: Titanium alloy 6A1-4V RAE tests

Specimen: Notched 2.5 Kt

Frequency: 45 Fz

Machine: Instron servohydraulic

Specimen Peak Cycles to Flights toNo. str failure failure
No. (M~a)

D3 459 779,127 44

D4 459 431,137 23

D13 459 224,644 13

D14 459 2,126,913 139

D15 459 1,156,619 76

D16 459 4,689,455 303

D17 459 1,344,595 89

D18 459 584,384 33

D24 383 27,947,751 1834

D25 383 21,295,087 1401

D26 383 15,602,008 1019

D29 383 19,828,814 1299

D30 383 27,490,083 1807

D32 383 30,717-i791 2016
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Table 45

TEST RESULTS FOR SHORT HELIX

Material: Titanium alloy 6AI-4V RAE tests

Specimen: Notched 2.5 Kt

Frequency: 45 Hz

Machine: Instron servohydraulic

Specimen PesA Cycles to Flights to
No. (Pa) failure failure

D1 459 177,093 101

D2 459 99,178 51
D7 459 235,616 131

D8 459 202,410 112

D9 459 1,422,872 803

DIO 459 158,247 93

Dl "459 1,225,678 689

D12 459 2,181,961 1228

D19 383 4,214,441 2373

D20 383 16,353,950 9212 -
D21 383 5,094i533 2870

D22 383 3,644,262 2085

D23 383 877,975 497

D27 383 9,308,860 5238

00"

0

Qj
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Table 46

EQUIVALENCE OF OLD AND NEW UNITS IN HELIX AND FELIX

Number of Range of New
class old units units

1 73-75 1004

2 70-72 96

3 67-69 92

4 64-66 88

5 61-63 84

6 58-60 80

7 55-57 76

8 52-54 72

9 49-51 68

10 46-48 64

11 43-45 60

12 40-42 56

13 37-39 52

14 34-36 48

15 31-33 44

16 28-30 40

17 25-27 36

18 22-24 32

29 19-21 28

20 16--18 24

21 13-15 20
22 10-12 16

23 7-9 12

24 4-6 8

25 1-3 4

26 -2-0 0

27 -5- -3 -4
28 -8- -6 -8

29 -11- -9 -12

30 -14- -12 -16

Helix 31 -17- -15 -20

32 -20- -18 -24 0

Felix 33 -23- -21 -28

... ..I-I -- i i - . . . .. . "=, - . .
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Figs 11&12
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Fig 16
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Fig 26a-c
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Fig 27a&b
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